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Abstract
Over the last decades there has been an excessive use of material with the construction industry as largest consumer. An
approach on economizing material is implementing active control of structures. This approach is based on the principle of
removing material and compensating with an adaptive system over time. In this thesis active control is applied on concrete
structures, since this material is the most used building material. Therefore, optimizing concrete structures can greatly improve
our society.
Topology optimization is used to benefit from the property that concrete is relatively easy to shape, and to profit from upcoming
digital manufacturing techniques (e.g. 3D concrete printing, CNC milling of molds). In addition, topology optimization allows
to efficiently remove material from the structure. The result of the work presented is a topology optimization model for
continuum structures with an integrated adaptive system. Concrete structures are in some cases pre-stressed with tendons. In
this thesis, adaptation is accomplished by controlling the magnitude of the pre-stress force real-time. In addition, the dead to
live load ratio of concrete structures is relatively high, therefore, the dead load of the structure is taken into account.
The objective of the topology optimization problem is the minimization of the compliance as introduced by Bendsøe &
Sigmund (2003). This problem formulation is extended with two design dependent load vectors: one load vector that represents
the dead load of the structure, and the second load vector that contains the adaptive pre-stress forces. The objective function is
evaluated with the Finite Element Method (FEM). The modified Solid Isotropic Material with Penalization (SIMP) model of
Bendsøe & Sigmund (2003) is applied. With this method the design variables that represents the relative densities of the finite
elements are assigned to the Young’s modulus of the elements. If the dead load is taken into account, the SIMP model is
modified as proposed by Bruyneel & Duysinx (2005). Their modification results in a slight increase of the stiffness of the finite
elements in low density regions, and is necessary since the ratio between the self-weight loading and the stiffness becomes
infinite when the densities reduces to zero. The design variables are solved with the Method of Moving Asymptotes (MMA)
of Svanberg (1987), which is a gradient-based convex approximation method. Due to the design dependent loads the
sensitivities can be either positive or negative, the MMA can cope with both of these sensitivities.
Numerical examples are presented with the simply supported Messerschmidt-Bölkow-Blohm (MBB) beam. Multiple load
conditions on this MBB beam are taken into account by calculating the average objective value of these load conditions. The
adaptive system is a straight pre-stress tendon between the two supports, and is represented by horizontal forces on these
supports. An actuator is tensioning or loosening the tendon depending on the vertical displacement of the middle node of the
beam at the top layer. The objective of the adaptive system is to keep the displacement of this degree of freedom equal to zero.
During every iteration, the adaptive pre-stress force is recalculated since the topology and thus the stiffness changes during the
optimization process. Updating the adaptive pre-stress force is based on the principle of superposition.
The model results in the optimal topology for multiple load conditions and corresponding states of the adaptive system that is
different for every load case. Different adaptive systems can be considered by constructing a unit load vector corresponding to
that system. Self-weight loading results in a permanent pre-stress force, and a topology with more material placed at the
supports. The model is limited to control the displacement of one degree of freedom with one actuator. Further research is
necessary on how to implement multiple actuators and setpoints, since updating the design variables requires the gradient of a
differentiable function as input for the MMA.
A conceptual design tool is presented for active adaptive continuum structures that can be improved to a practical engineering
tool with constraint optimization. It is recommended to study extensions for this model with different types of constraints. With
stress constraints, feasible designs can be obtained that fulfill the criteria set for the ultimate limit state. Moreover, it allows to
design active structure that satisfy predefined safety scenarios. Implementing manufacturing constraints will result in practical
geometries that can be manufactured. Another recommendation is to study the influence of the presented approach on the whole
life energy use of adaptive structures according to the philosophy of Senatore et al. (2011).

Keywords: Topology optimization, SIMP model, multiple load cases, gravity loading, active adaptive structures, adaptive
system, design dependent loads, MBB beam, structural optimization, concrete structures.
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1.

Introduction

Since the industrial revolution there is an excessive increase in the use of materials due to the growth of the world population
and welfare. The expectation is that the demand for materials will raise since the population is still growing, and underdeveloped
regions are aiming for an equal welfare as the Western society. The excessive use of material affects our environment with for
example the deforestation of the rainforest, which has a negative effect on the water eco system and the habitat of rare species.
The largest consumer of materials is the construction industry, by weight they consume each year 40 percent of the global use.
This industry uses material for construction of houses and offices, and to expand the infrastructure to create economic growth.
To meet the demand of materials and to reduce the environmental impact of the construction industry on the planet, the industry
must change and adopt sustainable approaches for choosing and using materials. At present, the construction industry is aware
of this problem, and is slowly adopting new approaches. One of the approaches is to minimize material and energy use with
active control of structures. This approach is investigated further in this thesis.
1.1

Active adaptive structures

Adaptive structures can be divided in three different categories: passive, semi-active and active control. With passive control
there is no need for external stimuli or power to control the structural behavior. These kind of systems are based on its flexibility,
and ability to dissipate energy. Active structures are real-time controlled by a system that consists of sensors, actuators and a
control system. These kind of systems are comparable with a human body that is actively controlled. The nerves, eyes and ears
of a human body are the sensors of the active system that processes a signal to the brain that is the control system. This control
system is processing a signal to the muscles that are the actuators and steer the movements of the human body. To continuously
steer this movements a high amount of operational energy is required. Semi-active control of systems is between passive and
active control, and uses benefits of both principles. It can be seen as passive system that is depending on the response of the
structure modifying the properties of the passive system. An advantage of this system is that less operational energy is needed
to control the system compared to active control (Symans & Constantinou, 1999).
Adaptive control of structures is known in structures by its effective protection against seismic hazards, and is at the present
time widely adopted for this purpose, e.g. tuned mass dampers (Symans & Constantinou, 1999). The potential to minimize
material use with adaptation is investigated by a few. For this purpose most useful contributions are coming from the University
of Stuttgart (Sobek & Teuffel, 2001) and Senatore et al. (2013, 2015). Teuffel (2004a) proposed the load path management
approach, a strategy that deals with the aspects of manipulating the properties or the response of a structural system. The goals
of his approach are to minimize the weight of the structure and to optimize the distribution of the internal forces of the structure.
With the load path management approach Senatore et al. (2015) designed and built a large scale adaptive steel truss. In addition,
Sentatore et al. (2011) proposed a concept for the whole energy use of adaptive structures, while the University of Stuttgart
(Neuhauser et al., 2012) built an adaptive timber shell structure with a research scope on the dynamic behavior instead the
energy use. Since the two working large scale prototypes can be seen as the state-of-the-art of active control of structures, and
shows the potential of active adaptation for the built environment they are briefly discussed in the next paragraph.
1.1.1

State-of-the-art active adaptive structures

The wood shell structure in Stuttgart has a thickness of 40 mm, a footprint of 10 by 10 meter and a height of 3.6 meter. Formfinding considering only the dead load of the structure resulted in the double-curved shape. If only self-weight loading is applied
the shell is loaded in compression, however, due to wind and snow loading the shell structure is loaded eccentrically. Since
shell structures become increasingly slender due to the developments of high-performance materials (e.g. ultra-high strength
concrete) the bending stresses increases since the ratio between the bending moments and the normal forces increases.
Therefore, the stress concentrations and bending stresses in these lightweight structures becomes more critical (Neuhauser et
al., 2012).
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Figure 1.1: The Smart Shell Structure of the University of Stuttgart.
Since the designed shell structure is ultra-lightweight and slender it will not withstand the live loads without the use of an
adaptive system. The adaptive system of the Smart Shell Structure exists of three supports that can move in the x, z and ydirection. The systems works as follows: Fifteen sensors measure at different locations the fiber deformation of the timber
structure. Knowing the fiber deformation at these locations the control system predicts an optimal artificial load case that is
introduced by moving the three supports. The introduced artificial load case balances the natural stress field and damps the
vibrations. The use of adaptation results in a reduction of 70% of the peak stresses, and by damping the vibrations the life span
of the structure is increased (fatigue) (Neuhauser et al., 2012).
Senatore et al. (2015) built a large scale active adaptive steel truss. This truss structure has a dimension of 6000 mm by 800
mm by 160 mm (length x width x depth), and is designed to carry the load of one person. Strain gauges are used to measure
the strain in all the steel members of the truss. Since the structure is statically determined (if torsion is not considered) it is
possible to calculate the displacement field with the measured strains. Knowing the displacement field the control system
calculates the optimal length of the ten members that contains a linear actuator such that the top layer is pushed back in its
initial state. In theory Senatore et al. (2015) built an infinite stiff structure. The steel members are designed to satisfy the
strength criteria in the ultimate limited state while the requirements for the service limit state are fulfilled with active control
of the structure. The adaptive structure of Senatore et al. (2015) is shown in Figure 1.2.

Figure 1.2: The active infinite steel truss of Senatore et al. (2015).
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1.1.2

Whole life energy use

As mentioned, except from building the infinite steel truss prototype Senatore et al. (2011) contributed to the development of
adaptive structures by proposing the design philosophy for minimization of the whole life energy use of adaptive structures.
The energy use of active structures consists of two parts. First, embodied energy is used to build the structure. With a 100%
passive design there is no need for an adaptive system, however, for a 100% passive design more material and thus more
embodied energy is needed to satisfy the stress and displacement criteria (set criteria). The structure is weakened by reducing
the amount of material, and an adaptive system is used to fulfill the set criteria. Except from embodied energy, operational
energy is required for the adaptive system. The amount of operational energy is dependent on how often the adaptive system
is activated. According to the philosophy of Senatore et al. (2011) the structure can bear a certain load without exceeding the
set criteria. The adaptive system is activated when a certain load limit is reached and the set criteria are not met without active
control. This load limit is called the activation threshold. A lower amount of material and thus embodied energy results in an
increase in operational energy, conversely more embodied energy is required if the active system is less activated. Taking the
sum of the embodied and operational energy results a minimum value of the whole life energy use for a certain degree of
adaptation as shown in Figure 1.3. This figures shows a concept: the shape and magnitude of this graph is dependent on multiple
parameters, e.g. the probabilistic function of the applied load, the energy use of the adaptive system, and the embodied energy
needed for the production of the used materials.

Figure 1.3: Philosophy of the whole life energy use of active adaptive structures of Senatore et al. (2011).
1.2

Research objective

As described there are already prototypes built of timber or steel, however, no research is conducted on active adaptive concrete
structures. Probably because the properties of concrete structures are contrasting to lightweight structures. Even though creating
adaptive concrete structures is a little unconventional, it must be considered that concrete is the most used building material,
and seventy to eighty percent of the material in building structures is used in concrete floors. It would greatly improve material
efficiency. Compared to lightweight structures the live to dead load ratio is lower, however, with new state-of-the-art concrete
mixtures, e.g. ultra-lightweight concrete mixtures with densities below 800 kg/m3 (Yu et al., 2016) and ultra-high strength
mixtures (Yu et al., 2017), concrete structures can become lighter than the traditional ones if the material is properly used in
the structural design were still its advantages such as its fire resistance and durable properties can be used. Furthermore,
concrete has the property to embed other materials by placing it in the wet concrete mixture, which is already common to do
with reinforcement. In the same manner it has the potential to embed an adaptive system.
Concrete is a relative easy to shape material, and with new (digital) manufacturing techniques more free formed concrete
structures can be manufactured. A few examples of ‘free formed’ structures of Eindhoven University of Technology built with
new manufacturing techniques are shown in Figure 1.4. Active control of structures can be seen as futuristic concept that is in
its early stage, and will not be immediately be applied in practice tomorrow. Topology optimization is, therefore, combined
with active control of structures to benefit from upcoming manufacturing techniques. In addition, with topology optimization
the amount of material can be decreased further, and the material that is used can be efficiently distributed.
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Figure 1.4: ‘Free formed’ concrete structures manufactured with three different techniques, from the left to the right:
flexible formwork, 3D concrete printing and CNC milling of molds.
For this thesis the structure is made adaptive by using an active tendon, and is inspired by the simple supported beam with
active cable support of Sobek & Teuffel (2001). Furthermore, Sobek & Teuffel (2001) raise the question how adaptive systems
will influence the aesthetics of architectural or engineering design, and mention that adaptive structures look similar to
conventional ones. The two large scale prototypes built by the University of Stuttgart and Senatore et al. (2015) indeed look
like conventional structures, however, in these prototypes material is removed with as consequence that the structures are more
slender compared to traditional structures. It can regarded as a weakened structures that are strengthened with an adaptive
system in time. Topology optimization is a mathematical method that provides a structural efficient topology and defines the
final esthetic design, therefore, the question raised by Sobek & Teuffel (2001) can be answered.
The goal of topology optimization is to find the optimal material distribution in the design space for a specific set of loads,
boundary conditions and constraints. Since the introduction by Bendsøe & Kikuchi (1988) topology optimization is developed
extensively with most contributions coming from the TopOpt research group of the Technical University of Denmark. Their
public codes, e.g. the efficient 88 line MATLAB code (Andreassen et al., 2011), are widely used and adopted for educational
purposes. At present, topology optimization is developing rapidly since it is seen as crucial part of design for additive
manufacturing. New digital manufacturing techniques allows us to build the optimal shape obtained from topology optimization
algorithms, however, this not always possible. Therefore, manufacturing constraints for topology optimization are an active
research field (Mirzendehdel & Suresh, 2016; Langelaar, 2016; Langelaar, 2017). At present, the challenges for topology
optimization are making large scale models, efficient algorithms and restriction methods to obtain feasible designs.
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1.3

Thesis outline

This thesis is focused on tailoring and applying topology optimization algorithms on active adaptive structures to obtain optimal
geometries for these kind of structures. The active adaptive tendon is modelled as a design dependent load because the forces
introduced by this system are dependent on the stiffness and thus the topology of the structure. The self-weight loading of the
structure is also a design dependent load, and is taken into account in this thesis because of the already mentioned relative high
dead to live load ratio of concrete structures.
This thesis is organized as follows: In section 2 the problem formulation is described. The used methods are also briefly
explained. The update strategy for the design dependent loads is described in section 3. The sensitivity analysis is discussed in
section 4, followed by numerical examples in section 5. Next, section 6 gives the conclusion and recommendations.
The model that is presented is a conceptual model, therefore, no units are given in this thesis. For almost all values unit values
of one are used.
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2.
2.1

Problem statement and methodology
Problem formulation

The goal of the defined optimization problem is to minimize the energy of the applied loads, and to find the optimal distribution
of the material in the design domain. This design domain is discretized by n finite elements. The design variables of the
optimization problem represents the relative densities of each element and are combined in the vector x . The objective function
f 0 is the common compliance formulation of Bendsøe & Sigmund (2003). The optimization problem is mathematically
described as:

find : x =  x1 , x2 ,..., xi ..., xn  , 0  xi  1, i  1, 2,...n
a min : f 0  x   0

 f + g  x  + a  x  u  x     u  x  K  x  u  x 
T

T

0

(2.1)


1 n


 f1  x   1    xi vi   Vmax   0

 Vs  i 1



n
 f  x       1  x v   V    0
2 
  i i  min  
 2

s.t. : 

  Vs  i 1

 f 3  x   3 eT a  x   alim  0


 K  x u x  f + g  x  + a  x 






where K is het global stiffness matrix, and u is the global displacement vector. Bendsøe & Sigmund (2003) only uses the force
vector f in their problem formulation. For this research the force vectors g and a are added. The force vector g represents the
dead load, and the force vector a represents the adaptive pre-stress forces. The force vectors g and a are dependent on the
design variables x . Bendsøe & Sigmund (2003) gives examples with self-weight loading, and adds these loads to the force
vector f . For clarification purposes the force vector f only represents the constant external loads in this thesis. How the design
dependent load vectors are updated in every iteration is explained in section 3.
The constraint functions f1 , f 2 and f 3 restricts certain values during the optimization process and are in the form of
g j  x   g max
 0 . The used Method of Moving Asymptotes (Svanberg,
, which can also be written as f j  x   g j  x   g max
j
j
1987) can only deal with inequality constraint functions, therefore, two constraint functions are used instead of one equality
constraint function for the restriction on the volume fraction. The constraint function f1 restricts the maximum volume fraction
Vmax , while the constraint function f 2 restricts the minimum volume fraction Vmin .The total volume of the design domain is
Vs , and vi represents the volume of element i . In the topology optimization problem with constant external loads only the
restriction on the maximum permitted value of the volume faction is necessary, however, the constraint on the minimum volume
fraction is required to overcome the trivial solution with a volume fraction of zero if only self-weight loading is applied. The
constraint function f 3 restricts the adaptive pre-stress force. In this function the sum of the absolute values of the force vector
a is written as eT a  x  , where e is a column vector filled with ones. The adaptive system is a closed system that is in
equilibrium, therefore, the sum of the absolute values of the adaptive pre-stress force is taken since the sum of the real values
is zero.
The function values of the objective and constraint functions are scaled with the constant factors  j . These scale factors are set
independently for every function. For a better convergence of the used algorithm the objective function is scaled such that
1  f0  x   100 , and the constraint functions in such way that 1  g max
 100 (Svanberg, n.d.).
j
For this research the modified SIMP method (Solid Isotropic Material with Penalization) as described in Bendsøe & Sigmund
(2003) is used. With this “power law approach” the design variables are assigned to the Young’s modulus E of each finite
element, leading to the following equation for the finite element stiffness matrix:
ki ( x)  Ei ( xi )k0   Emin  xip  Emax  Emin   k0

(2.2)
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where Emax is the maximum Young’s modulus. The minimum Young’s modulus Emin is a small number to prevent that the global
stiffness matrix becomes singular. The penalization factor p (typically p  3 ) penalizes the intermediate densities, and ensures
that most densities convergence to the upper and lower limit of the design variables to obtain a black-and-white solution. For
the derivation of the used 8-node hexahedron finite element k0 the reader is referred to Liu & Tovar (2014).
2.2

Continuation strategy

For the topology optimization problem without the design dependent loads and a penalization factor p  1 the objective function
is convex since the Hessian matrix  2 f 0 is positive semidefinite. Due to the design dependent loads and increasing the
penalization factor to obtain a black-and-white solution the objective function becomes non-convex. In contrary to a convex
function, a non-convex function has multiple local minima. Groenwold & Etman (2010) uses the continuation strategy to
overcome that the optimization problem converges too quick to one of the local minima. With the continuation strategy the
penalization factor p is fixed at one for the first twenty iterations, and is increased during the next iterations till the maximum
value of the penalization factor pmax is reached. The continuation strategy is mathematically described as:


1
k
p   
k 1
min pmax ,1.02  p 







if k  20
if k  20

(2.3)

where k is the current iteration number. It is not proven that with this strategy the problem converges to the global minima or
a better local minima. The method is used to compare approximations of different algorithms since the use of different
algorithms without the use of the continuation strategy may convergence to different solutions. In this thesis the continuation
strategy is used to compare the optimal criteria method with the Method of Moving Asymptotes. Furthermore, in section 5
results are presented obtained with and without the continuation strategy.
2.3

Multiple load cases

Adaptive structures change their state to different environmental conditions, which are for this research the different load cases.
These load cases are taken into account by changing the formulation of the objective function f 0 . The formulated problem in
paragraph 2.1 gives the objective and constraint functions for one load case. Bendsøe & Sigmund (2003) take into account
multiple load cases by taken the sum of the objective function values of the different load cases. The average value of the
objective function values of the different load cases is taken for this research to overcome that the objective function value
reaches a relative large value. In addition, extra constraint functions are required when the adaptive pre-stress force is
constrained. The adaptive pre-stress force is different for every load case, therefore, for every load case a constraint function is
necessary if the adaptive pre-stress force is restricted.
The cost of taken into account multiple load cases is an increase in computational time, because multiple sets of linear equation
are solved in every iterations. The increase of computational time is significantly reduced by carrying out the finite element
analysis (FEA) with an iterative solver, because the global stiffness matrix K does not change during an iteration, therefore,
the expensive to calculate pre-conditioner only has to be obtained once during an iteration. As iterative solver the
preconditioned conjugate gradient method is selected with as pre-conditioner an incomplete LU factorization.
2.4

Method of Moving Asymptotes

The most used optimizer for topology optimization problems is the optimal criteria (OC) method. The OC method is an easy
to program and effective method, however, as used in the 88 line MATLAB code of Andreassen et al. (2011) it can only deal
with negative sensitivities and one equality constraint. Due to the design dependent loads in the objective formulation the
sensitivities can be negative or positive (see section 4). To solve for the design variables x the MMA algorithm of Svanberg
(1987) is implemented, because this method can deal with positive and negative sensitivities. In addition, the MMA can take
into account multiple inequality constraint functions. For this thesis the MATLAB code of Svanberg (n.d.) is rewritten to the
Python programming language. The script of the MMA algorithm is not included in the annex of this thesis. The reader can get
a copy of the MATLAB code under an academic license by contacting Krister Svanberg from KTH in Stockholm Sweden. An
alternative is to use the MMA algorithm of the open source pyOpt package in Python (Perez et al., 2011), which is an
implementation of the FORTRAN code. This paragraph presents a brief description of the method and the used parameters.
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The Method of Moving Asymptotes is a convex approximation method. This gradient-based method solves the topology
optimization problem by generating every iteration k a convex subproblem. The convex subproblem is easier to solve for since
a convex function has one minima. The generated subproblem is an approximation of the global defined problem, and solving
a sequence of approximations results in finding the global or a local minima of the global defined problem if the process is
controlled in a proper way. The process of the MMA is controlled with a move limit strategy and a heuristic update scheme
for the lower and upper bounds of the subproblem. These upper and lower bounds are called “moving asymptotes” and control
the curvature of the approximation. A schematic representation of the method is given in Figure 2.1 and 2.2.

Figure 2.1: Schematic representation of a sequence of two iterations with one design variable and without constraints. The
solid line represents the MMA subproblem and the two dashed lines the asymptotes. The grey line represents the objective
function whereof the shape is normally unknown.

Figure 2.2: Principle of Sequential Convex Programming approach of the MMA with two design variables and three
constraint functions.
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The MMA subproblem is constructed as follows:
m
1


min : f 0( k )  x   a0 z    c j y j  d j y 2j 
2

j 1 

 f j( k )  x   a j z  y j  0
 (k )
(k )
  xi  i
s.t. :  i
 yj  0
z  0


j  1, 2,...m
i  1, 2,...n

(2.4)

j  1, 2,...m

where the values, a j , c j and d j are set to respectively 1, 0, 1000 and 0. These values are obtained from the website
https://top3dapp.com/. This website is an extension of the paper of Liu and Tovar (2014). Furthermore, the values are found in
the open source PETSc code of the DTU TopOpt-group (Aage et al., 2015).
The approximating functions f j( k ) are obtained as follows:
n 
pij( k )
qij( k )  n  pij( k )
qij( k ) 
f j( k )  x   f j( k )  x     ( k )








 xi( k ) xi( k )  L(i k )  i 1  U i( k )  xi xi  L(i k ) 
i 1  U i

where:

and:

j  0,1,...m

(2.5)

(k )

2  f j  x
  , 0 
pij( k )  max  U i( k )  xi( k )  
 xi 







(2.6)

(k )

2  f j  x
  , 0 
a0 qij( k )  max    xi( k )  L(i k )  
 xi 







(2.7)

The partial derivatives f j  x ( k )  xi in Equation (2.6) and (2.7) are (filtered) sensitivities, and gives information about how
sensitive a small change of the design variable is on the function value. The derivation of the sensitivities of the formulated
problem in this thesis is presented in section 4. In the first two iterations the upper and lower asymptotes U and L are updated
as follows:
L(i k )  xi( k )  0.5  xmax  xmin 
U i( k )  xi( k )  0.5  xmax  xmin 

(2.8)

After two iterations the old design variables of one and two iterations ago are known, and the asymptotes are updated with the
following rules:

L(i k )  xi( k )  si( k )  xi( k 1)  L(i k 1) 
U i( k )  xi( k )  si( k ) U i( k 1)  xi( k 1) 

(2.9)

where:

si( k )

 0.7 if  xi( k )  xi( k 1)  xi( k 1)  xi( k  2)   0


  1.2 if  xi( k )  xi( k 1)  xi( k 1)  xi( k  2)   0

(k )
( k 1)
( k 1)
 xi( k  2)   0

 1.0 if  xi  xi  xi

(2.10)
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When the sign of  xi( k )  xi( k 1)  xi( k 1)  xi( k  2)  in Equation (2.10) is negative it means that the process tends to oscillate. The
asymptotes are then moved towards the current iteration point xi( k ) . When the sign is positive it means that the process is
monotone and slow, and the asymptotes are moved away from the current iteration point to speed up the convergence.
Decreasing the factor 0.5 in Equation (2.8) or choosing values for si closer to 1 results in a more conservative approximation
of the subproblem. This can be helpful if numerical oscillation is observed during the optimization process. A schematic
representation of the convergence is given in Figure 2.3.

Figure 2.3: Schematic representation of the MMA process: Oscillation versus monotone and slow convergence.
In Equation (2.4) the two bounds  i( k ) and i( k ) represents the move limits of the design variables, and are described as follows:


 min  x

i( k )  max xmin , L(i k )    xi( k )  L(i k )  , xi( k )  x  xmax  xmin 

i( k )

max



, Ui( k )   Ui( k )  xi( k )  , xi( k )  x  xmax  xmin 

(2.11)



(2.12)

where x is the move limit to ensure a smooth change of the topology during the optimization process, and is set to 0.2.With
the factor  set to 0.1 it is always ensured that the move limits  i( k ) and i( k ) are between the two asymptotes:
L(i k )  i( k )  xi( k )  i( k )  Ui( k )

(2.13)

For a detailed explanation of the MMA and the used primal-dual Newton method for solving the subproblems the reader is
referred to Svanberg (1987) and Svanberg (n.d.).
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2.5

Filtering

In topology optimization problems filtering techniques are used to find mesh-independent solutions and to avoid the wellknown checkerboard patterns. Two common filtering techniques are sensitivity and density based filtering. Both filter
techniques are used in this thesis. The presented equations are obtained from Andreassen et al. (2011).
With sensitivity filtering the weighted average of the sensitivities is taken within a specific domain defined by the filter radius
rmin . The modified sensitivities are dependent on the sensitivities, the relative densities, and the distance of the elements f to
the center of the domain. The center of the domain is the center of element i . Mathematically sensitivity filtering is described
as:
n

fˆ0

xi

 Hˆ
f 1

f

xf

f 0
x f

(2.14)

n

max   , xi   Hˆ f
f 1

where  is a small positive defined number (0.001) to avoid division by zero. The weight factor H f is defined as:
Hˆ f  rmin  dist (i, f )

(2.15)

Hˆ f   f  n | dist (i, f )  rmin 

For density filtering the design variables x are filtered instead of the sensitivities:
n

xi  x  

 Hˆ
f 1
n

f

xf
(2.16)

 Hˆ f
f 1

The new obtained physical densities x are used for the representation since the original design variables x loose there physical
meaning. The physical densities are used for the finite element analysis. The original relative densities are still used as “design
variables” and as input for the MMA. Using both physical densities and the design variables results in a change of the
sensitivities of the objective and constraint functions since the physical densities x are a function of the design variables x .
The equation for filtering of the sensitivities is obtained with the chain rule, and is described as:

f j  x  x  
xi



n
f j  x  x

xi xi f 1

f  x 
Hˆ f j
xi
 Hˆ f
1

n

j  0,1,...m

(2.17)

f 1
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2.6

Flow chart

The optimization process starts with the initialization; defining the boundary conditions and the loads for the FEA, and setting
the optimization parameters for the MMA. As starting point all design variables x are set equal to the initial volume fraction
Vini . Next, the objective and the constraint functions are evaluated, and the sensitivities are obtained. The sensitivities are
filtered, and the design variables are updated with the MMA. When density filtering is applied the physicals densities are
obtained by filtering the updated design variables, or in case of sensitivity filtering the physical densities are set equal to the
relative densities. After updating the master stiffness matrix and the design dependent load vectors the objective function is
evaluated. These steps are repeated until the following convergence criteria is reached:

 k  max x ( k )  x ( k 1)   x

(2.18)

where  x is the tolerance, that is set to 0.001. The flow chart of the optimization process is given in Figure 2.4.

Function evaluation with FEA

Function evaluation with FEA

Sensitivity analysis

Sensitivity analysis

Sensitivity filtering
with Equation (2.14)

Sensitivity filtering
with Equation (2.17)

Update and calculate new design
variables x with MMA algorithm

Update and calculate new design
variables x with MMA algorithm

k=

Update physical densities x
x= x

no

Initialize

k=k+1

Initialize

k+1

Density filtering

no

Sensitivity filtering

Update physical densities x
with Equation (2.16)

Update K ( x ) , g ( x ) , a ( x ) and
evaluate function with FEA

Update K ( x ) , g ( x ) , a ( x ) and
evaluate function with FEA

Convergence criteria reached?

Convergence criteria reached?

yes

yes

Stop optimization process

Stop optimization process

Figure 2.4: Flow chart of the optimization process.
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3.

Update scheme for design dependent loads

In the classic topology optimization problems the global stiffness matrix K and the displacement vector u depend on the design
variables x while the load vector f only contains constant forces. In this research two extra load vectors are used that are
dependent on the design variables, and are updated during the optimization process. The construction of the two design
dependent load vectors is given in this section.
3.1

Gravity loading

The self-weight load of the structure is applied by dividing the weight of element i over the nodes of the element. The selfweight loading is aligned in the z-direction. The gravity load vector gi for element i is mathematical described as:
1
gi  xi    vi i  xi  ag g
8

(3.1)

with the dummy element load vector g for the used finite element with 8 nodes and 24 degrees of freedom described as:




g   x, y, z, x, y, z,..., x, y, z 
 node 1

node 2
node 8 


T

(3.2)

 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1

T

and where a g is the absolute value of the gravitational acceleration. The total real material density of element i is a function of
the physical densities, and is described with the following linear equation:

i  xi   min  xi  max  min 

(3.3)

where  min and  min are respectively the minimum and maximum values of the real density of the material. As noted by
Bruyneel & Duysinx (2005) the ratio between the self-weight  i and the Young’s modulus Ei becomes infinite when the
physical densities tends to zero, because the work done by the applied loads gT u becomes unbounded with the node
displacements. The result is that material is added to elements with uncontrolled node displacements, with as consequence a
mottled topology in the low density regions. Bruyneel & Duysinx (2005) solved the problem by slightly increasing the stiffness
of the elements with a low density, and changed the stiffness Ei ( xi ) in Equation (2.2) as follows:
 E  xip   Emax  Emin 

Ei  xi    min
p 1

 Emin  xi  xc  Emax  Emin 

if xi  xi  1
if 0  xi  xc

(3.4)

where xc is a threshold that is set to 0.25, which is efficient for a penalization factor p  3 . Modifying the stiffness results in a
linear relation between the self-weight loading and the stiffness for the low densities as shown in Figure 3.1. Bruyneel &
Duysinx (2005) mentioned that it is theoretical a problem that the modified equation is non-differential. In practice they
experienced no problems since the non-smooth point at xc is not a solution point. To use a differentiable function for the
stiffness an alternative interpolation scheme has to be adopted. Bruyneel & Duysinx (2005) proposed the more elegant RAMP
(Rational Approximation of Material Properties) interpolation model of Stolpe & Svanberg (2001). Xu et al. (2013) researched
the SIMP and RAMP model and concluded that indeed the RAMP model is superior to the SIMP model for problem
formulations that include self-weight loading. The RAMP model gives clearer results for the low density regions, however, for
higher penalization factors this method also needs a modification. For this research the SIMP model is selected with the
modification proposed by Bruyneel & Duysinx (2005). With this approach a clear topology in the low density region is obtained
with the advantage that the widely adopted SIMP model can be used.
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Figure 3.1: The relation between the physical density xi and the ratio i / Ei
with p  3 , Emin  min  1e  9 and Emax  max  1 .
3.2

Adaptive system

The adaptive system is an adaptive pre-stress tendon. The forces of this system are combined in the force vector a . Updating
the adaptive pre-stress forces during the optimization process is based on the principle of superposition. This principle is valid
since a linear elastic model is used. The combined approach of optimizing structures with an adaptive system and topology
optimization is shown on a simple structure with a straight pre-stress tendon. This tendon introduces horizontal forces at the
supports as presented in Figure 3.2. Other adaptive systems can be studied with the presented approach by constructing a force
vector a corresponding to that system.

Figure 3.2: Representation of the adaptive pre-stress forces of force vector a .
The pre-stress force is updated such that the vertical displacement at the middle of the structure is zero (usetp  0) for the given
load condition. This target is called the setpoint of the adaptive system. In practice the vertical displacement is measured with
a sensor at the middle of the beam. The control system processes the signal of the sensor to the actuator. The actuator is
depending on the sign of the measured displacement tensioning or loosening the tendon. In practice the setpoint has to deflect
before the adaptive system can respond, this time dependent effect is not taken into account.
In every iteration of the optimization process the adaptive pre-stress force is updated. First, the displacement of the setpoint is
calculated caused by the combination of the external loads f and the self-weight loading g . The displacement of the setpoint
is unequal to zero for this load condition. The adaptive pre-stress tendon introduces counter balancing forces in order that the
displacement of the setpoint is zero. For the optimization process the magnitude of the counter balancing forces is obtained by
scaling the displacement of the setpoint caused by a unit load vector a of the adaptive system such that the displacement of the
setpoint is zero. Scaling of the unit load vector is mathematically described as:
a  x    xa  

v  x setp
w  x setp

a

(3.5)
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where  is the scale factor for the unit load vector a . The displacements vsetp and wsetp are obtained from the following
equilibrium conditions:
K  xv  x  f  g  x

(3.6)

K  x w x  a

With the use of the principal of superposition the global displacement vector u is calculated as follows:
u x   v  x     x  w  x   v  x   w  x 

(3.8)

which satisfies the setpoint of the adaptive system usetp  0 and the following equilibrium conditions:
K  x  u x   f  g  x   a  x 

(3.9)

K  x w  x  a  x

(3.10)

Knowing all equilibrium conditions and the setpoint of the adaptive system the formulation of the optimization problem is
extended, and is mathematically described as:

find : x =  x1 , x2 ,..., xi ..., xn  , 0  xi  1, i  1, 2,...n
min : f 0  x   0

 f + g  x  + a  x  u    u  x  K  x  u  x 
T

T

0


1 n


 f1  x   1    xi vi   Vmax   0
V
i

1


 s



n



1


 f  x    
2 
  xi vi   Vmin    0
 2


  Vs  i 1


T
 f 3  x   3 e a  x   alim  0


 K  x u x  f + g  x  + a  x 
s.t. : 

 K  xv  x  f  g  x


 K  xw x  a x


u x  v  x  w  x


 usetp  0





(3.11)
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4.

Sensitivity analysis

The Method of Moving Asymptotes is a gradient-based optimization algorithm, which requires as input the sensitivity of the
design variables on the objective and constraint functions. These sensitivities are the partial derivatives of the functions with
respect to the design variables. Mathematically all partial derivatives together of a function are called the gradient, and give the
search direction of the function at the current iteration point. This section gives the derivation of the sensitivities.
4.1

Sensitivity of the objective function

For the derivation of the sensitivities of the objective function the vector  with Lagrange multipliers is introduced. The second
term of the modified objective function with this Lagrange multiplier is the equilibrium condition Ku  f  g  a . The
modified objective function is expressed as:
f0  x   0

 f + g  x  + a  x  u  x  + 
T

T

 f + g  x  + a  x   K  x  u  x 

(4.1)

The sensitivities of the modified objective function are obtained by applying the product rule:
f 0  x  1  g  x  a  x  


 u x     
xi 0  xi
xi 
T

 f + g  x  + a  x 

T

 T K  x

 uxx   

T

K  x 
xi

i

u x

(4.2)

To set the vector  with Lagrange multipliers equal to the global displacement vector u the expensive to calculate partial
derivate u  x  xi is eliminated from Equation (4.2), which results in the following equation:
f 0  x  1
a  x  
T  g  x 
 2u  x  


xi 0

x
xi 
i


 f + g  x  + a  x 

T

 u x K  x
T

 uxx   u  x 

T

i

K  x 
xi

u x

(4.3)

The global symmetric stiffness matrix K has the property K  K T . In combination with the substitution of the equilibrium
equation Ku = f + g + a in Equation (4.3) the sensitivities are simplified to:
f 0  x  1
a  x  
T  g  x 
T ki  x 
 2u  x  

ui  x 
  ui  x 
xi 0

x

x
xi
i
i



(4.4)

Setting the design dependent load vectors equal to zero in Equation (4.4) the same sensitivities are obtained as in Andreassen
et al. (2011), and if only the load vector a becomes zero in Equation (4.4) the sensitivities are equal to the sensitivities presented
by Bruyneel & Duysinx (2005). The sensitivity of the element stiffness matrix ki is obtained by taking the derivative of the
Young’s modulus Ei of the finite element:
ki  x 
xi



Ei  xi 
xi

k0  pxip 1  Emax  Emin  k0

(4.5)

The derivation of the partial derivate g  x  xi is straightforward since the force vector g is obtained with a linear function.
g  x 
xi

1
  vi  max  min  ag g
8

(4.6)

The derivation of the partial derivative a  x  xi is complex, therefore, the derivation of this partial derivate is given in the
next paragraph.
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4.2

The gradient of the adaptive pre-stress force

The partial derivative of the adaptive pre-stress force is obtained by taken the partial derivate of the scale factor  since the
dummy load vector a is constant and independent of the physical densities x . Mathematically this is describe as:
a  x 
xi



  x 

(4.7)

a

xi

The partial derivate   x  xi is obtained by applying the quotient rule:
  x 
xi





w  x setp v  x setp
v x

w  x setp. 
setp

xi
xi
w  x setp. 


1

(4.8)

2

where vsetp and wsetp are the displacements of the setpoint due to different load conditions, which are given in paragraph 3.2. The
equilibrium equation Kv  f  g can be rewritten as v  K 1  f  g  , wherefrom the partial derivative of the whole
displacement field v is obtained:
v  x 
xi



K  x 

1

xi

 f  g  x   K  x 

1

g  x 

(4.9)

xi

The global stiffness matrix K is symmetric and positive defined, which has the property K 1K  I , where in I is the identity
matrix. Taking the derivative of this special property results in the following equation:
K  x 

1

xi

 K  x 

K  x 

1

xi

K  x

1

(4.10)

With substitution of Equation (4.10) into Equation (4.9) the unknown expression K  x 
v  x 
xi

 K  x 

1

K  x 
xi

K  x

1

 f  g  x   K  x 

1

1

xi is eliminated:

g  x 
xi

(4.11)

Substitution of v  K 1  f  g  into Equation (4.11) results in the following simplified equation:
v  x 
xi

 K  x 

1

K  x 
xi

v  x  K  x

1

g  x 

(4.12)

xi

All expressions in Equation (4.12) are known except for the expensive to calculate inverse stiffness matrix K 1 . Equation (4.12)
gives the partial derivate for het whole global displacement field v . For the derivation of   x  xi only the partial derivative
of the displacement of the degree of freedom of the setpoint is required. From Equation (4.12) the partial derivative of the
displacement vsetp is as follows:
v  x setp.
xi

  K  x setp 
1

K  x 
xi

v  x   K  x setp 
1

g  x 
xi

(4.13)

An equal approach for the derivation of the partial derivative wsetp xi results in:
w  x setp
xi

  K  x setp 
1

K  x 
xi

w x

(4.14)
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1
1
In Equation (4.13) and (4.14) K setp
. The selected row of the inverse
 represents one row of the inverse stiffness matrix K
1
matrix is on the index of the degree of freedom of the defined setpoint. The row vector K setp  is obtained by solving the following
set with linear equations for the dummy displacement vector u :

K  xu  x  f

(4.15)

where f is a dummy load vector filled with zeros, and a unit load placed on the index of the degree of freedom of the setpoint.
Solving Equation (4.15) does not result in a significantly increase in computational time, because all sets of linear equations
are solved with an iterative solver, and the preconditioner of the global stiffness matrix K is already known. From Equation
1
(4.15) K setp
 is obtained since:
K  x setp   u  x 
1

T

(4.16)

Equations (4.7) till (4.16) gives all expressions to compute the partial derivatives a  x  xi and   x  xi efficiently in terms
of computational time. The analytical derivation of a  x  xi is successfully verified with numerical differentiation on a small
scale problem. Results of this verification are presented in Annex D of this thesis.
4.3

Sensitivities of the constraint functions

The partial derivatives of the volume constraint functions f1 and f 2 are as follows:
f1  x 
xi
f 2  x 
xi

v 
 1  i 
 Vs 

(4.17)

v 
  2  i 
 Vs 

(4.18)

For the constraint on the adaptive pre-stress force the partial derivate   x  xi is required and already known, which makes
the partial derivative of the third constraint function f 3 :
f3  x 
xi


  x  
 3  eT a

xi 


(4.19)
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5.

Numerical examples

This section presents the results that are obtained from the model. The results are shown with the simply supported
Messerschmidt-Bölkow-Blohm (MBB) beam, which is a well-known benchmark test for topology optimization problems. The
Python model is built with the possibility to extend it to 3D problems. This thesis only presents 2D solutions that are solutions
obtained from the 3D model. The 2D solutions are obtained by fixing all degrees of freedom in the y-direction. This direction
is not shown in the figures. With this boundary conditions the obtained topology represents a slice from an infinite depth beam.
5.1

Verification of the Python model

The Python model used in this thesis is based on the 3D MATLAB code of Liu & Tovar (2014), and the Python models of
Magan (2016) and Aage & Johansen (2013). The Python model used in this thesis is successfully verified with the use of the
optimal criteria (OC) method with the simply supported MBB beam loaded with a constant external load f . The model is
compared with the 3D MATLAB code of Liu and Tovar (2014) and the 2D model of Aage & Johansen (2013). The model of
Aage & Johansen (2013) is a Python implementation of the widely used 88 line MATLAB code of Andreassen et al. (2011).
The results of the benchmark tests with the OC method are presented in Annex B. The Python script can be found in Annex A.
The MMA is compared with the OC method. For this comparison the continuation strategy is used as described in paragraph
2.2. The conclusion is that the MMA in combination with density based filtering shows a smooth convergences of the objective
function value. The model with the MMA does not convergence to the same solution as with the OC method since the solvers
uses a different approach. The MMA solves every iteration a convex subproblem, while the OC method makes use of the bisection method.
Sensitivity based filtering in combination with the OC method shows a smooth convergences of the defined problem, in contrary
to the oscillation of the process when sensitivity based filtering and the MMA are applied. This can be seen in Figure 5.1. The
OC method converges to a tolerance of 0.001 at iteration 671 while the MMA is still reaching the maximum move limit of
0.20. The process keeps oscillating till by coincides the set tolerance of 0.001 is reached at iteration 2056. The result is smooth
topology without a high amount of intermediate densities as by the topology obtained with the use of the OC method, however,
the process towards this solution is non-smooth. Oscillation occurs because of ‘blinking’ elements during the optimization
process, and the MMA with the used settings is not able to damp these abrupt density changes. A more conservative approach
for updating the asymptotes did not result in a stable process. In literature the MMA is often used for solving topology
optimization problems, however, none of the articles are given all the used parameters for topology optimization problems.
More results of the comparison between the OC method and the MMA are given in Annex C.
The conclusion is that the MMA with the used settings can control the optimization process when density filtering is applied,
because the blinking densities are filtered and averaged with surrounding densities within the filter radius rmin . A stable
optimization process with the MMA and sensitivity filtering is not obtained. Tailoring the MMA or implementing a more stable
version of the MMA is out the scope of this project. In this thesis only density based filtering is applied, which sufficient to
proof the concept presented in this thesis.

Figure 5.1: Maximum density change during the optimization process when sensitivity based filtering is applied.
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5.2

Multiple load case

The method for applying multiple load cases is tested on the MBB beam without using the continuation strategy. The filter
radius is 4 percent of the beam height. The design domain is divided in 300 x 1 x 50 finite elements. The minimum and
maximum Young’s modulus are set to respectively 1e-9 and 1.0, and the Poisson ratio is set to 0.2. The maximum permitted
value on the volume fraction is 0.50, and the initial volume fraction is 0.40. The constraint function for the restriction on the
minimum volume fraction is suppressed, since self-weight loading is not applied. The objective function is scaled with the
factor 0 set to 0.50, and the constraint function with a scale factor 1 set to 100. For all cases the total external force f is set
to 1 ( f  1 ), and the penalization factor is set to 3. The results of three different load scenarios are shown in Figure 5.2.
If the beam is simultaneously loaded with two point loads (b) the part of the beam between these two point loads is loaded in
pure bending. The result is a topology without diagonals because of the absence of shear forces. Compared to the MBB beams
that are loaded with one point load (a) or two point loads in two separate load cases (c) shear forces occur over the full length
of the beam, which results in a topology with diagonals to increase the stiffness of the structures. This is logical from
engineering perspectives. In addition, the objective of the three topologies loaded with one point load is compared (loaded as
in (a)). Structure (a) gives the lowest objective ( f0 / 0  56.9 ), which is obvious since this structure is optimized for this load
condition. Topology (c) gives an increase of the compliance of 10 percent ( f0 / 0  62.5 ) compared to structure (a). This
small increase is logical since this structure is optimized for two different load cases. Loading structure (b) with one point load
results in a dramatically increase of the objective of 273 percent ( f0 / 0  212.3 ) because of the already explained absence of
diagonals.

(a) MBB beam loaded with one point load

(b) MBB beam loaded with two point loads that are simultaneously acting on the structure

(c) MBB beam loaded with two point loads in two separate load cases
Figure 5.2: Results and test problems for different load scenarios.
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5.3

Self-weight loading

Results of the inclusion of the self-weight loading are shown with the MBB beam for different magnitudes of the real material
density. The constant external force f is kept constant for all defined problems ( f  1 ). For all results presented in Figure 5.3
the volume fraction is 0.50. These results are obtained from solving two separate problems for every case as advised by Krister
Svanberg (personal communication, May 9, 2017) since the MMA is not well suited for equality constraints. The first problem
is solved for only the inequality constraint on minimum volume fraction with an initial volume fraction of 0.40. The second
problem is solved for only the inequality constraint on maximum volume fraction with an initial volume fraction of 0.60. For
all cases one of the two problems converged to the volume fraction of 0.50. The filter radius is set to 8% of the beam height,
and the density threshold xc is set to 0.25. Other parameters are as used for the optimization problems as described in paragraph
5.2.
Topology optimization with self-weight loading is studied by a few. The results are not directly comparable since in this thesis
density based filtering is used. Bruyneel & Duysinx (2005) and Xu et al. (2013) used sensitivity based filtering, however, they
found the same principle that with an increase of the dead load of the structure the diagonals in the middle of beam becomes
more slender, and that more material is placed at the supports of the structure. From engineering perspectives this is logical
since the deformation at supports is smaller, and thus the work done by the dead load becomes smaller if the material is placed
at the supports.

Mechanic scheme.

f  1.00 and g  0.50

f  1.00 and g  0.00

f  1.00 and g  1.00

f  1.00 and g  0.25

f  1.00 and g  2.00

Figure 5.3: Obtained topologies for different magnitudes of the self-weight loading.
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5.4

Adaptive system

The simply supported beam with the adaptive system as presented in Figure 3.2 is simplified to a triangular shaped structure
with two members loaded in compression and a cable between the supports that is loaded in tension. The simplified structure
is shown in Figure 5.4. The dashed line in this figure represents the adaptive pre-stress tendon. Calculating the forces in the
members of the simplified structure results in the approximation of the adaptive pre-stress force, and is described by the
following equation:

a

F  x   L  x
LH

(5.1)

where in x is the location of the point load F . The length and the height of the structure are respectively L and H .

Figure 5.4: Simplification of the presented MBB beam with the straight adaptive pre-stress tendon.
5.4.1

One load case

The principle of the adaptive system is tested on a small scale problem with one load case. The design domain is meshed with
100 x 1 x 50 finite elements, and the filter radius is set to 8% of the beam height. The structure is loaded with one point load
( f  1 ) in the middle of the structure as shown in Figure 5.5. The maximum permitted value on the volume fraction is set to
0.3, and the initial volume fraction is set to 0.2. The scale factors 0 and 1 are set to respectively 1 and 100. The result is a
triangular shaped topology, which matches the principle of the simplified structure that is shown in Figure 5.4. The adaptive
pre-stress force has a magnitude of 0.52, which is 0.02 higher according to the approximation to Equation (5.1). This is
explainable since a slightly higher force is needed to reach the setpoint of the adaptive system usetp  0 .

Figure 5.5: Mechanic scheme of the structure with the presented adaptive system and the obtained topology.
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The adaptive pre-stress force, volume fraction, objective function value, and the maximum density change between two
iterations are presented in Figure 5.6 and 5.7. The graphs are showing a smooth convergence. The global shape of the topology
is already obtained within ten iterations. During the following iterations the topology is refined, and the convergence criteria is
reached at iteration 75. From the graph in Figure 5.6 it can be seen that adaptive pre-stress force is not constant during the
optimization process. The adaptive pre-stress force decreases during the optimization process. This is due to the advantages of
minimizing the work done by applied loads that is twofold. First it is effective to minimize the displacement of the structure.
In addition, it is efficient to minimize the magnitude of the applied loads, which is in this case is possible with the adaptive prestress force. The conclusion from this small test problem is that the model with the inclusion of the adaptive system has a stable
optimization process, which results in a logical triangular arched shaped topology.

Figure 5.6: Adaptive pre-stress force and volume fraction during the optimization process.

Figure 5.7: Maximum density change and objective function value during the optimization process.
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5.4.2

Multiple load cases

The optimization problem with one load case is extended to twenty load conditions. For every load case a short line load is
applied on the beam with a length of 1/20 of the beam length as shown in Figure 5.8. The moving line load represents a person
that can walk over the beam. The total magnitude of this moving line load is set to 1, and is equally divided over the nodes of
the load area. The scale factor 0 is set to 1. All other parameters are set as described for the problems described in paragraph
5.2. In addition to these problems, for this case solutions are obtained with and without the use of the continuation strategy.

Figure 5.8: Representation of the MBB beam with the adaptive system, the moving line load and the boundary conditions.
First the results are obtained without the restriction on the adaptive pre-stress force. A percentage of the maximum obtained
adaptive pre-stress force of the unconstrained problem is used as a restriction on the adaptive pre-stress force with the third
constraint function f 3 . With this constraint it is possible to take force limits of actuators into account. The adaptive pre-stress
forces for the obtained topologies, and for the different load cases are given in the graph of Figure 5.9. The pre-stress force
increases when the line load comes closer to the middle of the beam, which is obvious from engineering perspectives and
comparable with the approximation to Equation (5.1). The problems were the adaptive pre-stress force is constrained the
maximum obtained pre-stress force is equal to the limit of these force, which have respectively a magnitude of 1.40, 1.24 and
1.09 for topologies obtained without the use of the continuation strategy.

Figure 5.9: The adaptive pre-stress force for different location of the moving external load f. The Adaptive pre-stress force is
obtained without the use of the continuation strategy.
The presented topologies in Figure 5.10 that are obtained without the use of the continuation strategy and without the restriction
on the adaptive pre-stress force preforms better in terms of objective function value compared to topologies obtained with the
use of the continuation strategy. The topology obtained with the use of the continuation strategy shows a circular arched shape
structure, while the topology obtained without the use of the continuation shows a more triangular arched shape. The topologies
obtained with a restriction on the adaptive pre-stress force are less comparable. The topologies obtained with the use of the
continuation strategy shows an unexplainable mechanism under the arched shape structure, while the topologies obtained
without the use of the continuation strategy are coming closer to topology of the passive design by increasing the restriction on
the adaptive pre-stress force.
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f0 / 0  21.4  27.7  49.1

f0 / 0  21.0  28.4  49.4

unconstrained adaptive pre-stress force (max  a   aunconstrained )

f0 / 0  22.4  33.0  55.4

f0 / 0  20.8  32.2  53.0

90% constrained on the adaptive pre-stress force (alim  0.90  aunconstrained )

f0 / 0  23.3  34.4  58.7

f0 / 0  19.0  34.6  53.6

80% constrained on the adaptive pre-stress force (alim  0.80  aunconstrained )

No result:
Infinite values occur during optimization process.

f0 / 0  25.8  36.1  61.9

70% constrained on the adaptive pre-stress force (alim  0.70  aunconstrained )

f0 / 0  68.1  0.0  68.1

f0 / 0  68.6  0.0  68.6

Passive design (no adaptation, and without pre-stress force)
Figure 5.10: Topology optimization results for the MBB beam with an adaptive system loaded with multiple load cases.
Topologies are also given for problems with a constrained on adaptive pre-stress force and a passive design. The topologies
shown left are obtained without the use of the continuation strategy. The topologies shown right are obtained with the use of
the continuation strategy. The objective f 0 / 0 is in the form f T u  aT u .
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The results of a stress analysis of the unconstrained optimization problem that is obtained without the use of the continuation
strategy are shown in Figure 5.12. These stress plots are obtained from the commercial software Abaqus FEA. For the linear
elastic analysis the obtained physical densities are used with a round-off to 4 digits. In the result of the stress analysis multiple
arched can be seen. A pure arched shaped structure is not efficient since the structure is loaded with multiple asymmetric load
conditions. From other perspective two triangular shaped beams can be seen that are supported by a virtual boundary condition
created by the adaptive system at the location of the setpoint. These two structural parts are loaded with the adaptive pre-stress
force that is balancing the two triangular shaped parts. For the results obtained with a restriction on the magnitude of the
adaptive pre-stress force the principle is different, for this case the structure can be discretized in three parts that are connected
with rotational springs as shown in Figure 5.11.

Figure 5.11: Discrete mechanic principle for the obtained topologies without the use of the continuation strategy. Principles
are shown for a constraint on the magnitude of the adaptive pre-stress force and the unconstrained case.

Obtained topology

Load case 1

Load case 2

Load case 3

Load case 4

Load case 5

Load case 6

Load case 7

Load case 8

Load case 9

Load case 10

Figure 5.12: Stress plot with the absolute maximum value of the principle stresses – figures obtained from Abaqus FEA
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In Figure 5.13 and 5.14 graphs are presented with the vertical displacement of the top layer of the structure for different load
cases. Figure 5.13 gives the displacement of the solution without the restriction on the adaptive pre-stress force. In Figure 5.14
data is given for the obtained topology with an adaptive pre-stress force limit of 0.70  aunconstrained . In both graphs it can be
clearly seen that for all load cases the vertical displacement of the setpoint is zero, and that the top layer deforms in an s-shape.
The overall displacement is smaller for the structure with an unconstrained adaptive pre-stress force, however, for this structure
a small kink can be seen in the graph at the location of the setpoint. Compared to unconstrained topology the constrained
structure gives a straight line through the setpoint, which is a result of the stiffer and rotating middle part of this structure.

Figure 5.13: Vertical displacement of the top layer of the structure for the obtained topology without the constraint on the
adaptive pre-stress force.

Figure 5.14: Vertical displacement of the top layer of the structure for the obtained topology with an adaptive pre-stress
force limit alim of 0.70  aunconstrained .
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5.5

Self-weight loading and adaptive system

On the optimization problem that is described in paragraph 5.4 self-weight loading is applied. The results for different
magnitudes of the dead load are given in Figure 5.15 and 5.16. The results are achieved without the use of the continuation
strategy. As the topologies that are presented in paragraph 5.3 more material is placed at the supports when the real material
density increases. In addition, due to dead load the adaptive pre-stress force increases since the total load on the structure
increases. Without the external load f a ‘minimum’ pre-stress force is needed to reach the setpoint of the adaptive system since
the self-weight loading is always present. The graph in Figure 5.15 shifts upward with this minimum magnitude of the adaptive
pre-stress force if the dead load increases compared to the problem without self-weight loading.

Figure 5.15: The adaptive pre-stress force for different location of the moving external load f and different magnitudes of the
self-weight loading.

f  1.00 and g  0.00

f  1.00 and g  0.50

f  1.00 and g  0.25

f  1.00 and g  1.00

Figure 5.16: Topology optimization results for the MBB beam with an adaptive system, loaded with multiple load cases, and
the inclusion of self-weight loading.
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6.

Conclusions and recommendations

In this thesis the application of topology optimization on active adaptive structures is presented. The widely used SIMP model
(Bendsøe & Sigmund, 2003) is used in combination with the Method of Moving Asymptotes (Svanberg, 1987). The model
takes into account the adaptive system by updating its state in every iteration of the optimization process for every load
condition. The model results an optimal topology for the multiple load conditions and the corresponding state of the adaptive
system that is different for every load case. In the presented model a straight adaptive pre-stress is used as adaptive system.
The model can handle different adaptive systems by constructing a unit load vector corresponding to that adaptive system, and
it can also take into account the dead load of the structure. The model is built with the idea to make concrete structures adaptive.
It should be realized that none of these material properties are modeled. In this thesis, isotropic linear elastic materials properties
are used. The model can be used as conceptual design tool for active adaptive continuum structures. To translate it to a practical
engineering tool it has to be improved. Therefore, further research is required. Recommended research topics and improvements
are given in the next paragraphs.
6.1

Objective formulation

The presented model gives an optimal material distribution for a given amount of material in the design domain. The optimum
amount of material is dependent on the whole life energy use of the structure, therefore, the presented model should be extended
and coupled with the whole life energy use concept of adaptive structures of Senatore et al. (2011), which is briefly explained
in the introduction. The goal of the optimization should be the minimization of the whole life energy use. This problem is
complicated since a large amount of parameters affects this problem, e.g. the amount of material, the amount of actuators, and
the location of these actuators. A few more simplistic recommendations are given that could be investigated, that can be seen
as intermediate steps towards a model for minimization of the whole life energy use.
The use of the presented model will probably result in a more efficient use of the adaptive system, because the activation
threshold shifts due to an increase of the stiffness of the structure for the same amount of material. This statement is not proven
in this thesis, yet it is recommended to research this field in combination with the strategy for applying multiple load cases.
Teuffel (2004b) mentions that the amount of required energy depends on the frequency of occurrence of the different loads. In
this thesis the load cases have the same frequency and magnitude, only the location of the constant external load f is different
for every load case. For further research it is interesting to explore how to implement the frequency of occurrence to the
presented model by for example using different weight factors for the load cases. A load case that occurs more often will get a
higher weight factor, and thus the structure will be stiffer for this load condition with as result an adaptive system that is less
activated. The weight factors should not influence the real magnitude of the applied loads such that the real values of the
displacement and stresses can be used in constraint functions.
A straight adaptive pre-stress tendon is applied on the MBB beam. The defined target of this adaptive system is to minimize
the vertical displacement of the middle node of the structure with as result an s-shaped deformation of the top layer. The
topology optimization goal is to minimize the work of the applied loads. These two optimization goals do not influence the
deflection of the whole structure: the adaptive system controls only one degree of freedom while with the defined topology
optimization objective the displacement of the location of the applied loads is minimized and the magnitude of these loads.
Another objective could be to minimize the deflection of the whole top layer. This can be achieved by changing the setpoint of
the adaptive system in order that the displacement field of the whole top layer is minimized. Challenging part for this change
is to derive the sensitivities that are required for the gradient based solver. This challenge also applies on adding extra setpoints
and actuators to the adaptive system, which necessities the implementation of optimal control theory to find the optimum state
of the adaptive system.
The presented optimization strategy is focused on minimizing the displacement of the structure. Another optimization goal
could be the minimization of the stresses for the topology optimization objective or as target of the adaptive system. A stress
based objective formulation will result in a more flexible structure with as result that probably the adaptive system needs to be
activated more often during the service life of a structure to control the deflection. This statement is again not proven, and is
recommended to investigate further.
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6.2

Constraint optimization

In this thesis an example of a constraint is shown with a restriction on the adaptive pre-stress force. Similar other restrictions,
i.e. buckling, fatigue, manufacturing, and dynamic frequency constraints can be added. The first recommendation is to add
stress constraints. With these kind of constraints the model gives feasible designs that satisfy a stress criteria, while for this
criteria the stiffness of the structure is maximized. The result will be a topology with a more smooth stress distribution. Stress
constraints are already researched by others, for example, strategies can be found in Verbart (2015) and Le et al. (2009). Another
approach is to apply a shape optimization on the topologies presented in this thesis. Adding stress constraints is recommended
since then an integral design approach is achieved. Furthermore, stress constraints can take into account the relative low tensile
strength of concrete, therefore, the topology will be optimized for this weak material property.
With stress and displacement constraints the strength in the ultimate limited state (ULS) and deflection criteria in the service
limited state (SLS) can be statisfied. Moreover, it allows to design active adaptive structure that statistify safety scenarios. A
frequently asked question about active adaptive structures is: What happens when the adaptive systems fails (e.g. a power shutdown)? To ensure a safe active structure different strategies can be investigated, e.g. adding extra load cases without an adaptive
system, or to add extra constraints functions that fullfill stress and/or displacement criteria for specific safety load scenarios.
6.3

Nonlinearities and time dependent effects

Geometric nonlinearities and dynamic behavior of the active adaptive structure are not studied in this thesis. These topics are
explored by others for the fields of topology optimization and adaptive structures. Further research can be conducted on how
to implement these aspect on the presented approach. Considering time dependent effects, most significant simplification is
made with updating the adaptive pre-stress forces. In reality the structure deforms before the control system can process a
signal to the actuator. In addition, it depends on the quality of the actuator if the setpoint of the adaptive system is reached in a
few milliseconds or seconds. This principle is illustrated in Figure 6.1, and these time dependent effects should be implemented
in the presented model. The same principle applies to the activation threshold. In the presented model the activation threshold
is not modeled, and thus the adaptive system is always active.

Figure 6.1: Schematic representation of two time dependent variables.
6.4

Mathematical improvements

Mathematically the model can be improved by using another preconditioner for solving the sets with linear equations. The used
incomplete LU decomposition is applicable for unsystematic and symmetric matrices. The master stiffness matrix is symmetric.
Therefore, a Cholesky preconditioner can decrease the computational time since this preconditioner is more efficient for
symmetric matrices.
The Method of Moving Asymptotes of Svanberg (1987) is used. The last decades these kind of gradient based algorithms are
improved. Applying a MMA version that is tailored for the topology optimization problems will result in a more stable
optimization process with less iterations. The Gradient-Based Method of Moving Asymptotes (GBMMA) of Bruyneel &
Duysinx (2005) is an example of an improved MMA version. The state-of-the-art Sequential Quadratic Programing (SQP)
method can further improve the optimization process. The SQP method is a second order method where in addition to the
gradient  also the Hessian matrix  2 is needed. More effort is required to construct the Hessian matrix, however, the SQP
method is more effective. Different solvers for topology optimization problems are presented in Rojas-Labanda & Stolpe
(2015), and an efficient SQP method is presented in Rojas-Labanda & Stolpe (2016). Numerical oscillation that is observed
with sensitivity based filtering in this thesis can be solved with a tailored solver.
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6.5

Filtering techniques

For most of the manufacturing methods pure black and white solutions are required. This black and white solution can be
obtained by only using the elements above a certain density threshold (e.g. 0.5) after the optimization process, however,
obtaining a black-and-white solution can also be an integral part of the optimization process by using a Robust approach. This
modern filtering technique is an extension of the density based filtering approach used in this thesis. With a Robust approach
a topology with pure black-and-white topology without intermediate densities can be obtained (Hofmeyer et al., 2017).
A black-and-white solution is not always needed. Hermann (2015) studied for example gradient concrete structures. He used
the same optimization method as presented in this thesis, only he changed the interpolation scheme (Equation 2.2) in order that
it fits to the real material densities and stiffness of the developed concrete mixtures. A concept beam of Hermann (2015) with
different concrete densities is shown in Figure 6.1. The structures with different densities can be built with new digital
manufacturing techniques (e.g. 3D concrete printing). Advantage of these kind of structures in combination with an adaptive
system as used in this thesis, is that the adaptive tendon can be fully covered with concrete, therefore, the system is protected
in a fire situation. In addition, the lower densities can be used during the printing process as support construction.

Figure 6.1: Concept of the gradient concrete beam of Hermann (2015).
6.6

Extensions

It is possible to use the presented design approach on other types of structures by replacing the solid elements by beam or truss
elements, with as result an optimal geometry of a truss structure. Examples of topology optimization of truss structures without
an adaptive system can be found in Bendsøe & Sigmund (2003) and Christensen & Klarbring (2008).
Not all possible extensions of the model are mentioned. The widely used SIMP model can be extended with topics researched
by others, e.g. different type of constraints, manufacturing restrictions, anisotropic material behavior (SOMP model), multi
material interpolation schemes, adaptive meshing, embedded movable holes, and embedded movable components.
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Annex A: Python script
1.

########################################################################################################

2.
3.

### TOPOLOGY OPTIMIZATION OF 3D ADAPTIVE STRUCTURES
###

###
###

4.
5.

### written by Arjen Deetman
### version 16-09-2017

###
###

6.
7.

########################################################################################################

8.
9.

"""
Finite element analysis:

10.
11.

The part of the code that contructs the global stiffness matrix and the element stiffness matrix is
taken from the code of C.M. Magan (2016). Magan discuss his Python code in his thesis 'Topology

12.

optimization of Concrete Floor Slab Guided by Vacuumatic Formwork Constraints', which can be found on

13.

repository.tudelft.nl. The work of Magan is based on the MATLAB script of Lui and Tovar (2014).

14.
15.

Topology optimization:

16.
17.

The topology optimization part is based on the open source codes of Magan (2016), Lui & Tovar (2014),
Andreassen et al. (2011) and Aage and Johansen (2013).

18.
19.

MMA optimizer:

20.
21.

Orginal work written by Krister Svanberg in MATLAB. More information can be found in his paper 'MMA and
GCMMA – two methods for nonlinear optimization'.

22.
23.

"""

24.
25.

########################################################################################################

26.

### LOADING MODULES

27.

########################################################################################################

28.
29.

# Loading modules

30.
31.

from scipy.linalg import solve
from scipy.sparse import coo_matrix, diags

32.
33.

from scipy.sparse.linalg import spsolve, cg, inv, splu, LinearOperator
from traits.etsconfig.api import ETSConfig

34.
35.

from mayavi import mlab
import pandas as pd

36.
37.

import numpy as np
import logging

38.
39.

import sys
import time

40.
41.

import os

42.
43.

# Import function from MMA module
## Add the file MMA.py to the same directory as this file

44.
45.

from MMA import subsolv, kktcheck, mmasub

46.
47.

# Set GUI for Mayavi
ETSConfig.toolkit='qt4' # Force PyQt4 utilization for the GUI of MayAvi

###

48.
49.
50.
51.

########################################################################################################
### INPUT PARAMETERS
###

52.
53.

########################################################################################################

54.
55.

# Specify design domain
nelx=int(300) ## Number of elements in x-direction

56.

nely=int(1) ## Number of elements in y-direction

57.

nelz=int(50) ## Number of elements in z-direction

58.
59.

# Topology optimization parameters

60.
61.

## Volume fractions
Vini=float(0.40) ## Initial volume fraction for MMA optimizer and fixed volume fraction for OC method

62.
63.

Vmin=float(0.50) ## Minimum volume fraction for MMA optimizer (not needed for OC method)
Vmax=float(0.50) ## Maximum volume fraction for MMA optimizer (not needed for OC method)

A-1

64.

## Other parameters

65.

penalty=float(3.0) ## Penalty factor

66.

rmin=float(0.04*nelz) ## Filter radius

67.

move=float(0.20) ## Move limit

68.

kmax=int(4000) ## Maximum number of iterations k

69.

tolx=float(0.001) ## Convergence tolerance (max. density change between two iterations)

70.

ft='DENS' ## Set 'SENS' or 'DENS' for sensetivity or density based filtering

71.
72.

# Continuation strategy

73.

continuation=False ## True or False

74.
75.

# Material properties

76.

Emax=float(1.0) ## Maximum Young's modulus

77.

Emin=Emax*float(1e-9) ## Minimum Young's modulus

78.

nu=float(0.20) ## Poisson's ratio

79.
80.

# FEA Solver

81.

## PCG is a preconditioned Conjugate Gradient solver (iterative solver)

82.

## The preconditioner is the incomplete LU decomposition

83.

feaSolv='PCG' ## Select 'DIRECT' or 'PCG'

84.
85.

# Optimizer settings

86.

## Select solver

87.

xSolv='MMA' ## Select 'MMA' or 'OC'

88.

## Scale factors for objective and constraint functions

89.

mu0=float(1.0) ## Scale factor for the objective function

90.

mu1=float(100.0) ## Scale factor for constraint function on the maximum volume fraction (Vmax)

91.

mu2=float(0.0) ## Scale factor for constraint function on the minimym volume fraction (Vmin)

92.

mu3=float(0.0) ## Scale factor for constraint function on the adaptive pre-stress force (Alim)

93.
94.

# Mirror / symmetry

95.

mirrorXY=False ## Mirror standing on the XY-plane

96.

mirrorXZ=False ## Mirror standing on the XZ-plane

97.

mirrorYZ=True ## Mirror standing on the YZ-plane

98.
99.
100. ########################################################################################################
101. ### BOUNDARY CONDITIONS & DEGREES OF FREEDOM

###

102. ########################################################################################################
103.
104. # Simply supported beam as a slice from a infinite depth beam (all dofs in y-direction are fixed)
105. ## Distance from the edge of the design domain to the center of the bc in x-direction
106. lx=int(0)
107. ## Simply supported (except a two fixed nodes in the y-direction)
108. ibc=np.array([lx,lx,nelx-lx,nelx-lx])
109. jbc=np.array([0,nely,0,nely])
110. kbc=np.array([0,0,0,0])
111. bcnid=kbc*(nelx+1)*(nely+1)+ibc*(nely+1)+(nely+1-jbc)
112. bcdof1=np.hstack((3*bcnid[0:2]-2, 3*bcnid[0:4])).flatten()
113. ## Fixed the nodes of the first plane in y-direction
114. jbc=np.array([nely])
115. [ibc,kbc]=np.mgrid[1:nelx+2,1:nelz+2]
116. bcnid=(kbc.T-1)*(nely+1)*(nelx+1)+ibc.T+jbc*(ibc.T-1)
117. bcdof2=np.hstack(3*bcnid.T-1).flatten()
118. ## Fixed the nodes of the second plane in y-direction
119. bcnid+=nely
120. bcdof3=np.hstack(3*bcnid.T-1).flatten()
121. ## Combine bcdofs
122. bcdof=np.hstack((bcdof1,bcdof2,bcdof3)).flatten()
123.
124. '''''
125. # Simply supported beam / 3D floor structure with supports at every corner
126. ## Distance from the edge of the design domain to the center of the bc
127. lx=int(0) ## x-direction
128. ly=int(0) ## y-direction
129. ## Simply supported (except a two fixed nodes in the y-direction)
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130. ibc=np.array([lx,lx,nelx-lx,nelx-lx])
131. jbc=np.array([ly,nely-ley,ly,nely-ly])
132. kbc=np.array([0,0,0,0])
133. bcnid=kbc*(nelx+1)*(nely+1)+ibc*(nely+1)+(nely+1-jbc)
134. bcdof=np.hstack((3*bcnid[0:2]-2, 3*bcnid[0:4], 3*bcnid[1:2]-1, 3*bcnid[3:4]-1)).flatten()
135. '''
136.
137. ########################################################################################################
138. ### INPUT PARAMETERS FOR EXTERNAL LOADS (frorce vector F)

###

139. ########################################################################################################
140.
141. # Number of load cases
142. nlc=int(10) # For 300 elements in x-direction choose 1,2,3,5,6,10,15,25,30,50...
143.
144. '''''
145. # Point in the middle of the structure divide over two nodes
146. ## Location of center of the load the area for every load case in the x-direction
147. loc=np.empty(nlc)
148. ## Load case 1
149. il=np.array([int(nelx*0.50)])
150. jl=np.array([0,nely])
151. kl=np.array([nelz])
152. loadnid=kl*(nelx+1)*(nely+1)+il*(nely+1)+(nely+1-jl)
153. loaddof1=3*loadnid.T
154. load1=-0.5 ## Per node
155. loc[0]=il.item()
156. '''
157.
158. '''''
159. # Two different load cases with one point load
160. ## Location of center of the load area for every load case in the x-direction
161. loc=np.empty(nlc)
162. ## Load case 1
163. il=np.array([int(nelx*0.50)-int(nelx*0.25)])
164. jl=np.array([0,nely])
165. kl=np.array([nelz])
166. loadnid=kl*(nelx+1)*(nely+1)+il*(nely+1)+(nely+1-jl)
167. loaddof1=3*loadnid.T
168. load1=-0.5 ## Per node
169. loc[0]=il.item()
170. ## Load case 2
171. il=np.array([int(nelx*0.50)+int(nelx*0.25)])
172. jl=np.array([0,nely])
173. kl=np.array([nelz])
174. loadnid=kl*(nelx+1)*(nely+1)+il*(nely+1)+(nely+1-jl)
175. loaddof2=3*loadnid.T
176. load2=-0.5 ## Per node
177. loc[1]=il.item()
178. '''
179.
180. # Moving point / line load
181. ## Set mirrorYZ=True for a moving line over the full length of the beam
182. ## Location of center of the load area for every load case in the x-direction
183. loc=np.empty(nlc)
184. ## Loads & degrees of freedom
185. for lc in range(0,nlc):
186.
## Length of line load
187.

ll=int(0.5*nelx/nlc) ## Length of line load

188.

sl=int(lc*ll) ## Start of line load

189.
190.

el=int(sl+ll) ## End of line load
## Set load nid

191.
192.

kl=np.array([nelz])
[il,jl]=np.mgrid[sl:el,0:nely+1]

193.
194.

loadnid=kl*(nelx+1)*(nely+1)+il*(nely+1)+(nely+1-jl)
## Set loaddof

195.

globals()["loaddof{}".format(lc+1)]=3*loadnid.flatten()
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196.

## Set load

197.

globals()["load{}".format(lc+1)]=-1.0/len(globals()["loaddof{}".format(lc+1)]) ## Per node

198.

## Set load location

199.

loc[lc]=0.5*sl+0.5*el

200.
201.
202. ########################################################################################################
203. ### INPUT PARAMETERS FOR SELF-WEIGHT LOADING (force vector G)

###

204. ########################################################################################################
205.
206. # Self-weight loading (for all load cases)
207. swt=float(0.0) ## Total self-weight of the structure for the volume fraction Vgra
208. Vgra=float(1.0) ## Volume fraction for the total self-weight swt
209. swiMax=swt/(nelx*nely*nelz*Vgra) ## Self-weight per element if the relative density is 1.0
210. swiMin=swiMax*float(1e-9) ## Self-weight per element if the relative density is 0.0
211. xc=float(0.25) ## Threshold for modifaction of the stiffness in low density regions
212.
213.
214. ########################################################################################################
215. ### INPUT PARAMETERS FOR ADAPTIVE SYSTEM (force vector A)

###

216. ########################################################################################################
217.
218. # Select adaptive system
219. ## system 0: No adaptive system
220. ## system 1: Straight cable
221. adapt='ACTIVE' ## STATIC or ACTIVE (STATIC=approximation were in A=constant for the whole process)
222. meth='ANA' ## ANA or NUM (method for calculating dadx: if adapt='ACTIVE')
223. system=1 ## Select 0 or 1
224. Alim=None ## Limit for actuator force (None or a positive value)
225.
226. # Select the degree of freedom where you want to minimize the displacement (setpoint)
227. ## The setpoint is one dof per load case (this can be a different dof per load case!)
228. ### Setpoint at the middle of the beam for all load cases
229. setpointdof=np.zeros(nlc)
230. il=np.array([int(0.5*nelx)])
231. jl=np.array([0])
232. kl=np.array([nelz])
233. setpointnid=kl*(nelx+1)*(nely+1)+il*(nely+1)+(nely+1-jl)
234. setpointdof+=int(3*setpointnid[0]) ## Select one dof per load case!
235. setpointdof=setpointdof.astype('int')
236.
237. '''''
238. ### Setpoint is the location of the point load (different setpoint per load case)
239. setpointdof=np.empty(nlc)
240. for lc in range(0,nlc):
241.
242.

il=np.array([int(loc[lc])])
jl=np.array([0])

243.
244.

kl=np.array([nelz])
setpointnid=kl*(nelx+1)*(nely+1)+il*(nely+1)+(nely+1-jl)

245.
246.

setpointdof[lc]=3*setpointnid[0] ## Select one dof per load case!
setpointdof=setpointdof.astype('int')

247. '''
248.
249.
250. ########################################################################################################
251. ### PATH
###
252. ########################################################################################################
253.
254. # Find path
255. realPath=os.path.realpath(__file__)
256. path=os.path.dirname(realPath)
257.
258.
259. ########################################################################################################
260. ### MAIN PROGRAM
###
261. ########################################################################################################
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262.
263. def main():
264.

# Timer

265.

starttimer=time.clock()

266.

# Check if folders exist

267.

for folder in ["FIG", "LOG", "DEN"]:

268.

directory=os.path.join(path, r"{}".format(folder))

269.

try: os.stat(directory)

270.

except: os.mkdir(directory)

271.

del folder, directory

272.

# Create logfile (txt)

273.

logfile=os.path.join(path, r"LOG", "log_optimization.log")

274.

logger=setup_logger(logfile)

275.

logger.info("START OF SCRIPT AND LOGGING\n")

276.

# Create dataframe for logging of data

277.

## Header

278.

header=['ite', 'lc', 'xSolv', 'Vol.', \

279.

'f0', 'f0f', 'f0g', 'f0a', \

280.

'Cha.', 'p', 'KKT', 'Mnd', 'Time',\

281.

'f+g+a',

282.

'Uset', 'Uxmin', 'Uxmax', 'Uymin', 'Uymax', 'Uzmin','Uzmax', \

283.

'f', 'g', 'a', 'abs(a)', \

'setp. dof', 'loc']

284.

## Create dataframe

285.

df=pd.DataFrame(columns=header)

286.

# Log input

287.

logger.info("Number of elements (x,y,z)

:

{} x {} x {}".format(nelx,nely,nelz))

288.

logger.info("Initial volume fraction

:

{}".format(Vini))

289.

logger.info("Minimum volume fraction

:

{}".format(Vmin))

290.

logger.info("Maximum volume fraction

:

{}".format(Vmax))

291.

logger.info("Penalty factor

:

{}".format(penalty))

292.

logger.info("Continuation step

:

{}".format(continuation))

293.

logger.info("Radius for mesh-independence filter

:

{}".format(rmin))

294.

logger.info("Maximum number of iterations

:

{}".format(kmax))

295.

logger.info("Tolerance (max. density change)

:

{}".format(tolx))

296.

logger.info("Filter method (sens. or dens. based)

:

{}".format(ft))

297.

logger.info("Maximum Young's modulus (if x=1)

:

{}".format(Emax))

298.

logger.info("Minimum Young's modulus (if x=0)

:

{}".format(Emin))

299.

logger.info("Poisson's ratio

:

{}".format(nu))

300.

logger.info("Total number of load cases

:

{}".format(nlc))

301.

logger.info("Type of adaptive system

:

{}".format(system))

302.

logger.info("Update actuator force

:

{}".format(adapt))

303.
304.

logger.info("Actuator force constraint
logger.info("Method for calculating dadx

:
:

{}".format(Alim))
{}".format(meth))

305.

logger.info("Total self-weight (if VF=1.0)

:

{}".format(swt/Vgra))

306.

logger.info("Maximum element self-weight (if x=0)

:

{}".format(swiMax))

307.
308.

logger.info("Minimum element self-weight (if x=1)
:
logger.info("Threshold xc for lower density regions :

{}".format(swiMin))
{}".format(xc))

309.
310.

logger.info("Optimizer for design variables x
logger.info("Scale factor for obj. function f0

:
:

{}".format(xSolv))
{}".format(mu0))

311.
312.

logger.info("Scale factor for constr. function f1
logger.info("Scale factor for constr. function f2

:
:

{}".format(mu1))
{}".format(mu2))

313.
314.

logger.info("Scale factor for constr. function f3
logger.info("FEA solver

:
:

{}".format(mu3))
{}".format(feaSolv))

315.
316.

logger.info("Symmetry XY plane
logger.info("Symmetry XZ plane

:
:

{}".format(mirrorXY))
{}".format(mirrorXZ))

317.
318.

logger.info("Symmetry YZ plane
# Check if OC method can solve the defined problem

:

{}\n".format(mirrorYZ))

319.

if xSolv=='OC' and (swt!=0.0 or (adapt=='ACTIVE' and system!=0)):

320.

logger.error("Selected optimizer (OC) can not solve the defined problem.")

321.
322.

logger.error("Select MMA optimizer and restart the program.")
sys.exit()

323.
324.

# Log
logger.info("START OF PREPARATION")

325.
326.

# Number of elements
n=nelx*nely*nelz

327.

# Prepare mesh-independence filter
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328.

sH,iH,jH=mf(nelx,nely,nelz,rmin)

329.

H=coo_matrix((sH,(iH,jH)),shape=(n,n)).tocsc()

330.

Hs=H.sum(1)

331.

# Initialize iteration

332.

## Design variables x

333.

x=Vini*np.ones(n)

334.

## Physical densities

335.

if ft=='SENS': xPhys=x.copy()

336.

elif ft=='DENS': xPhys=np.asarray(H*(x[np.newaxis].T)/Hs)[:,0]

337.

else: sys.exit() ## Wrong input

338.

## Partial derivates of element volume

339.

dvoldx=np.ones(n)

340.

## Initialize iteration number and maximum density change

341.

k=0 ## Iteration number

342.

change=1.0 ## Maximum density changes between two iterations

343.

# Continuation step

344.

pen=penalty ## Set also a local variable for the penalization factor

345.

if continuation==True:

346.

penMin=1.0 ## Minimum penalty factor, default value = 1.0

347.

penMax=pen ## Maximum penalty factor, default value =

348.

switch=20 ## Number of iterations before increase of penalty factor, default value = 20

349.

step=1.02 ## Multiplication factor, default value = 1.02

350.

# Settings for first iteration

351.

if k<=switch: pen=penMin

352.

else: pen=min(penMax,step*pen)

353.

# Prepare FEA

354.

## Degrees of freedom

355.

ndof=3*(nelx+1)*(nely+1)*(nelz+1)

356.

## Free degrees

357.

freedofs=np.setdiff1d(np.arange(1,ndof+1),bcdof)

358.

## Element stiffness matrices

359.

KE=ElStiffnMat(nu)

360.

## Connectivity matrix

361.

edofMat=np.zeros((nelx*nely*nelz,24),dtype=int)

362.

for elz in range(nelz):

363.
364.

pen

for elx in range(nelx):
for ely in range(nely):

365.

el= ely

+ elz

*

nelx* nely

366.

n1=(ely+1) + elx

*(nely+1) + elz

*

nelx*(nely+1) + (nely+1)*elz

367.

n2=(ely+1) +(elx+1)*(nely+1) + elz

*

nelx*(nely+1) + (nely+1)*elz

368.

n3=(ely+1) +(elx+1)*(nely+1) + (elz+1)*nelx*(nely+1) + (nely+1)*elz

369.
370.

edofMat[el,:]=np.array([3*n1+1, 3*n1+2, 3*n1+3, 3*n2+1, 3*n2+2, 3*n2+3, 3*n2-2, \
3*n2-1, 3*n2, 3*n1-2, 3*n1-1, 3*n1, 3*n3+1, 3*n3+2, 3*n3+3, 3*n3+13+(3*nely-9), \

371.

3*n3+14+(3*nely-9), 3*n3+15+(3*nely-9), 3*n3+10+(3*nely-9), 3*n3+11+(3*nely-9), \

372.

+ elx

* nely

3*n3+12+(3*nely-9), 3*n3-2, 3*n3-1, 3*n3])

373.
374.

iK=np.kron(edofMat,np.ones((24,1))).flatten()
jK=np.kron(edofMat,np.ones((1,24))).flatten()

375.
376.

## Construct master stiffness matrix K
K,Mit,Ex=MaStiffnMat(xPhys,pen,KE,iK,jK,ndof,freedofs)

377.
378.

## Initialize displacement fields
U=np.zeros((ndof,nlc)) ## K*U=F+G+A

379.
380.

Wbar=np.zeros((ndof,1)) ## K*Wbar=Abar
W=np.zeros((ndof,nlc)) ## K*W=A

381.
382.

V=np.zeros((ndof,nlc)) ## K*V=F+G
## Force vector for constant external loading

383.
384.

F=np.zeros((ndof,nlc))
for lc in range(0,nlc): F[globals()["loaddof{}".format(lc+1)]-1,lc]=globals()["load{}".format(lc+1)]

385.

## Force vector for self-weight loading

386.

if swt!=0.0:

387.
388.

edofGra=np.sort(edofMat.T[2::3].T)
G=sw(xPhys,ndof,edofGra,n)

389.
390.

else:
edofGra=None

391.
392.

G=np.zeros((ndof,1))
## Force vector for adaptive system

393.

### Initialize all variables
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394.

A=np.zeros((ndof,nlc))

395.

Abar=None ## Reference force vector (unit load of the adaptive system)

396.

Vset=None ## Displacement of the setpoint caused by the external load and the gravity load

397.

Wbarset=None ## Displacement of the setpoint caused by the adaptive system

398.

loaddofa=None ## Degrees of freedom of the adaptive pre-stress force

399.

### If adaptive system is activated set adaptive pre-stress forces

400.

#### PASSIVE pre-stress force (fixed force for all iteratons)

401.

if system==1 and adapt=='STATIC':

402.

Lx=nelx-2*lx ## Effective span

403.

Hz=nelz-hz ## Effective height

404.

Abar,loaddofa=system1(ndof) ## Reference force vector (unit load = 1)

405.

A=Abar*(Lx-loc[np.newaxis])*loc[np.newaxis]/(Lx*Hz) ## Scaled force vector

406.

#### ACTIVE Adaptive pre-stress force (force is dependent on the design variables)

407.

if system==1 and adapt=='ACTIVE':

408.
409.

Abar,loaddofa=system1(ndof) ## Reference force vector (unit load = 1)
A,W,Wbar,V,Wbarset,Vset=act(K,Wbar,V,Mit,pen,Abar,F,G,ndof,freedofs,logger,True) ## Scaled

410.

## Force vector with total load (combine all three loading types)

411.

FGA=F+G+A

412.

# Prepare optimizer

413.

xxSolv=xSolv ## Set also a local variable

414.

## Prepare MMA optimizer

415.

if xxSolv=='MMA':

416.

m=2 ## Number of constraint functions

417.

## Add extra constraint functions if adaptive pre-stress force is restricted

418.

if Alim!=None:

419.

m+=nlc ## Extra constraint function per load case

420.

if mirrorYZ==True:

421.

m+=nlc ## Extra constraint functions if symmetry is applied

422.

epsimin=0.0000001

423.

xmin=np.zeros((n,1)) ## Minimum value of design variable

424.

xmax=np.ones((n,1)) ## Maximum value of design variable

425.

xval=x[np.newaxis].T ## Design variables to evaluate

426.

xold1=xval.copy() ## Design variables one iteration ago

427.

xold2=xval.copy() ## Design variables two iterations ago

428.

low=np.ones((n,1)) ## Value of lower asymptotes

429.

upp=np.ones((n,1)) ## Value of upper asymptotes

430.

a0=1.0

431.

a=np.zeros((m,1))

432.

c=1000*np.ones((m,1))

433.

d=np.zeros((m,1))

434.

## Prepare OC method

435.
436.

elif xxSolv=='OC':
m=2 ## Number of constraint functions (dummy value)

437.
438.

g=0.0 ## Must be initialized to use the NGuyen/Paulino OC approach
xold1=x.copy() ## Design variables one iteration ago

439.
440.

## Wrong input
else: sys.exit()

441.
442.

# Save csv file with initial densities
savedens(nelx,nely,nelz,xPhys,path,k)

443.
444.

# Function values and gradients of the objective and constraint functions
f0val,df0dx,fval,dfdx,f0i,f0if,f0ig,f0ia,Uset,Uxmin,Uxmax,Uymin,Uymax,Uzmin,Uzmax,U= \

445.
446.

evalf(K,U,W,Wbar,V,FGA,G,F,A,ndof,freedofs,Mit,n,edofMat,KE,Ex,xPhys, \
pen,H,Hs,x,edofGra,dvoldx,logger,iK,jK,Abar,loaddofa,Wbarset,Vset,m)

447.
448.

# Log
## txt logger

449.
450.

logger.info("END OF PREPARATION\n")
logger.info("Ite.: {:03} Vol.: {:.3f}

451.

## xls logger

452.

df=log_xls(k,df,xxSolv,xPhys.mean(),f0val,f0if,f0ig,f0ia,np.nan,pen,np.nan,np.nan,np.nan,\

453.
454.

FGA,F,G,A,f0i,Uset,Uxmin,Uxmax,Uymin,Uymax,Uzmin,Uzmax,header)
# Update iteration number

455.
456.

k+=1
# Start iterations

457.
458.

while (change>tolx or pen!=penalty) and k<=kmax:
# Subtimer

459.

Ch.: {:.3f}

Obj.: {:.1f}".format(k,xPhys.mean(),0.0,f0val))

startsubtimer=time.clock()
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460.

# Calculate new design variables

461.

## MMA optimizer

462.

if xxSolv=='MMA':

463.

## Prepare MMA

464.

xval=x.copy()[np.newaxis].T

465.

## The MMA subproblem is solved at the currtent point xval

466.

xmma,ymma,zmma,lam,xsi,eta,mu,zet,s,low,upp=mmasub(m,n,k,xval,xmin,xmax,xold1, \

467.

xold2,f0val,df0dx,fval,dfdx,low,upp,a0,a,c,d,move)

468.

## Some vectors are updated

469.

xold2=xold1.copy()

470.

xold1=xval.copy()

471.

xval=xmma.copy()

472.

x=xval.copy().flatten()

473.

## OC method

474.

elif xxSolv=='OC':

475.

## Save old design variables x

476.

xold1=x.copy()

477.

## Calculate new design variables with OC method

478.

(x,g)=oc(nelx,nely,nelz,n,x,Vini,df0dx.flatten(),dvoldx,g,move)

479.

# Symmetry

480.

if mirrorXY==True: x=0.5*(x+symXY(x))

481.

if mirrorXZ==True: x=0.5*(x+symXZ(x))

482.

if mirrorYZ==True: x=0.5*(x+symYZ(x))

483.

# Update physical densities

484.

## Sensetivy based filtering

485.

if ft=='SENS': xPhys=x.copy()

486.

## Density based filtering

487.

elif ft=='DENS': xPhys=np.asarray(H*(x[np.newaxis].T)/Hs).flatten()

488.

# Update master stiffness matrix K

489.

K,Mit,Ex=MaStiffnMat(xPhys,pen,KE,iK,jK,ndof,freedofs)

490.

# Update force vector

491.

## Update force vector with gravity load

492.

if swt!=0.0: G=sw(xPhys,ndof,edofGra,n)

493.

## Update force vector with adaptive pres-tress force

494.

if system!=0 and adapt=='ACTIVE':

495.

A,W,Wbar,V,Wbarset,Vset=act(K,Wbar,V,Mit,pen,Abar,F,G,ndof,freedofs,logger,True)

496.

## Update total force

497.

FGA=F+G+A

498.

# Re-calculate function values and gradients of the objective and constraint functions

499.

f0val,df0dx,fval,dfdx,f0i,f0if,f0ig,f0ia,Uset,Uxmin,Uxmax,Uymin,Uymax,Uzmin,Uzmax,U= \

500.

evalf(K,U,W,Wbar,V,FGA,G,F,A,ndof,freedofs,Mit,n,edofMat,KE,Ex,xPhys,pen,H,Hs,x, \

501.
502.

edofGra,dvoldx,logger,iK,jK,Abar,loaddofa,Wbarset,Vset,m)
# Compute maximum density change

503.

change=np.max(np.abs(x.flatten()-xold1.flatten()))

504.

# Karush–Kuhn–Tucker conditions of MMA optimizer

505.
506.

if xxSolv=='MMA':
residu,kktnorm,residumax= \

507.
508.

kktcheck(m,n,xmma,ymma,zmma,lam,xsi,eta,mu,zet,s,xmin,xmax,df0dx,fval,dfdx,a0,a,c,d)
elif xxSolv=='OC':

509.
510.

residu,kktnorm,residumax=np.nan,np.nan,np.nan
# Measure of non-discreteness

511.
512.

Mnd=(((xPhys*(1-xPhys)).sum())/(n*xPhys.mean()*(1-xPhys.mean())))*100
# Save densities

513.
514.

savedens(nelx,nely,nelz,xPhys,path,k)
# End timer

515.
516.

endsubtimer=time.clock()
subtimer=np.ceil(endsubtimer-startsubtimer)

517.

# Log and print iteration history

518.

## txt logger

519.
520.

logger.info("Ite.: {:03} Vol.: {:.3f}
k,xPhys.mean(),change,f0val))

521.
522.

## xls logger
df=log_xls(k,df,xxSolv,xPhys.mean(),f0val,f0if,f0ig,f0ia,change,pen,kktnorm,Mnd,subtimer,\

523.
524.

FGA,F,G,A,f0i,Uset,Uxmin,Uxmax,Uymin,Uymax,Uzmin,Uzmax,header)
# Update iteration number

525.

k+=1

Ch.: {:.3f}

Obj.: {:.1f}".format( \
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526.

# If continuation strategy is enabled update penalty factor for next iteration

527.

if continuation==True and pen!=penMax:

528.

if k<=switch: pen=penMin

529.
530.

else: pen=min(penMax,step*pen)
# End of while loop

531.
532.

#########################################################

533.

#### SAVE AND LOG FINAL RESULTS

534.

#########################################################

535.
536.

# Save figure off final result

537.

savefigure(xPhys,nelx,nely,nelz,path)

538.

# Save densities for analysis with Abaqus

539.

savedens(nelx,nely,nelz,xPhys,path,-1)

540.

# End

541.

endtimer=time.clock()

542.

timer=np.ceil(endtimer-starttimer)

543.

if change<=tolx: logger.info("Ite.: {:03}

544.

elif k>=kmax: logger.info("Ite.: {:03}

545.

logger.info("OPTIMIZATION FINISHED IN {:.0f} SEC. /// {:.0f} MIN.\n".format(timer,float(timer)/60))

546.

logger.info("END OF MAIN PROGRAM AND SCRIPT")

Convergence criterion reached\n".format(k))

Maximum number of iterations reached\n".format(k))

547.
548.
549. ########################################################################################################
550. ### OBJECTIVE AND CONSTRAINT FUNCTION EVALUATION

###

551. ########################################################################################################
552.
553. # Function for calculation of objective and constraint function values and sensitivities
554. def evalf(K,Uold,Wk,Wkbar,Vk,FGA,G,F,A,ndof,freedofs,Mit,n,edofMat,KE,Ex,xPhys,pen,H,Hs,x, \
555.

edofGra,dvoldx,logger,iK,jK,Abar,loaddofa,Wbarset,Vset,m):

556.

# Calculate displacement field U

557.

if system!=0 and adapt=='ACTIVE': Uk=Wk+Vk # Make use of the principle of super position

558.

else: Uk=FEA(K,Uold,FGA,ndof,freedofs,Mit,nlc,logger)

559.

# Displacement of setpoint, and min. and max. deformations

560.

Uset=Uk[setpointdof-1].diagonal()

561.

Uxmin=Uk[0::3].min(0)

562.

Uxmax=Uk[0::3].max(0)

563.

Uymin=Uk[1::3].min(0)

564.

Uymax=Uk[1::3].max(0)

565.

Uzmin=Uk[2::3].min(0)

566.

Uzmax=Uk[2::3].max(0)

567.
568.

# Objective function value and sensitivities
## Objective values per loadcase and per element stored in an array of shape n*nlc

569.

f0ie=np.zeros((n,nlc)) # Initialize f0ie

570.

for lc in range(0,nlc):

571.
572.

f0ie[:,lc]=mu0*(np.dot(Uk[edofMat-1,lc].reshape(n,24),KE)*Uk[edofMat-1,lc].reshape(n,24)).sum(1)
## Total objective value per load case

573.
574.

f0i=(Ex*f0ie).sum(0)
## Average value of all load cases

575.
576.

f0val=f0i.mean()
## Value of objective function per load case and load component

577.
578.

f0if=mu0*(F*Uk).sum(0)
f0ig=mu0*(G*Uk).sum(0)

579.
580.

f0ia=mu0*(A*Uk).sum(0)
## Partial derivatives of Young's modulus

581.
582.

dEdx=pen*xPhys**(pen-1)*(Emax-Emin)*np.ones(n)
## Average sensitivity

583.

df0dx=-dEdx*f0ie.mean(1)

584.

## Add extra term with gravity load to sensitivity

585.
586.

dgdx=(swiMax-swiMin)*0.125
if swt!=0.0: df0dx+=mu0*((2*Uk.mean(1)[edofGra-1]).reshape(n,8)*dgdx).sum(1)

587.
588.

## Add extra term with adaptive pre-stress force to sensetivity
if system!=0 and adapt=='ACTIVE':

589.
590.
591.

# Analytically
if meth=='ANA':
add,dalphadx=anadadx(xPhys,pen,n,ndof,edofMat,edofGra,loaddofa,freedofs,K,\
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592.

KE,Mit,Uk,Wkbar,Wbarset,Vk,Vset,Abar,dgdx,logger,dEdx)

593.

# Numerically

594.

elif meth=='NUM':

595.

add=numdadx(xPhys,pen,KE,iK,jK,ndof,freedofs,A,Abar,F,G,logger,n,Uk,Wkbar, \

596.

Vk,loaddofa,edofGra)

597.

## Wrong input

598.

else: sys.exit()

599.

## Add

600.

df0dx+=add

601.

# Symmetry

602.

if mirrorXY==True: df0dx=0.5*(df0dx+symXY(df0dx))

603.

if mirrorXZ==True: df0dx=0.5*(df0dx+symXZ(df0dx))

604.

if mirrorYZ==True: df0dx=0.5*(df0dx+symYZ(df0dx))

605.

# Filtering

606.

## Avoid division by zero with gamma

607.

gamma=0.001

608.

## Sensetivity based filtering

609.

if ft=='SENS': df0dx=np.asarray((H*(x*df0dx))[np.newaxis].T/Hs).flatten()/np.maximum(gamma,x)

610.

## Density

611.

elif ft=='DENS': df0dx=np.asarray(H*(df0dx[np.newaxis].T/Hs)).flatten()

612.

# Change shape of array with sensitivities of the objective function

613.

df0dx=df0dx[np.newaxis].T

614.

# Function values and gradients of constraint functions

615.

## Initialize

616.

fval=np.zeros((m,1))

617.

dfdx=np.zeros((m,n))

618.

## Function values of volume constraints

619.

fval[0]=mu1*(xPhys.sum()/n-Vmax)

620.

fval[1]=-mu2*(xPhys.sum()/n-Vmin)

621.

## Partial derivates of volume constraints

622.

dfdx[0]=mu1*dvoldx/n

623.

dfdx[1]=-mu2*dvoldx/n

624.

## Filtering of volume constraint

625.

### Density based filtering

626.

if ft=='DENS':

627.
628.

based filtering

dfdx[0]=np.asarray(H*(dfdx[0][np.newaxis].T/Hs)).flatten()
dfdx[1]=np.asarray(H*(dfdx[1][np.newaxis].T/Hs)).flatten()

629.

## Adaptive pre-stress force constraint

630.

if Alim!=None and meth=='ANA' and adapt=='ACTIVE':

631.

dfdx,fval=aconstraint(dfdx,fval,dalphadx,gamma,x,H,Hs,A,Abar)

632.

# Return values and gradients of the objective and constraints functions

633.
634.

return f0val,df0dx,fval,dfdx,f0i,f0if,f0ig,f0ia,Uset,Uxmin,Uxmax,Uymin,Uymax,Uzmin,Uzmax,Uk

635.
636. # Function for calculation of partial derivaties of the adaptive pre-stress force (analytically)
637. def anadadx(xPhys,pen,n,ndof,edofMat,edofGra,loaddofa,freedofs,K,KE,Mit,Uk,Wkbar,Wbarset, \
638.
Vk,Vset,Abar,dgdx,logger,dEdx):
639.
640.

# List for add
add=np.zeros(n)

641.
642.

# Initialize arrays
dvdx=np.zeros((n,nlc))

643.
644.

dwbardx=np.zeros((n,nlc))
# Dummy displacement field filled with zeros

645.
646.

Uzero=np.zeros((ndof,1))
# Unique dofs of setpoint

647.
648.

unidof=np.unique(setpointdof)
# Loop of over all unique dofs of setpoints

649.

for i in unidof:

650.

# Dummy load vector

651.
652.

Fdum=np.zeros((ndof,1))
Fdum[i-1]=1.0

653.
654.

# Specific row of inverse matrix Kinv (row of setpoint dof)
locals()["Kinv_{}".format(i)]=FEA(K,Uzero,Fdum,ndof,freedofs,Mit,1,logger).flatten()

655.
656.

# Kinv multiple with derivative of K
locals()["KinvKi{}".format(i)]=-np.dot(locals()["Kinv_{}".format(i)][edofMat-1],KE)

657.

locals()["KinvdKidx{}".format(i)]=dEdx[np.newaxis].T*locals()["KinvKi{}".format(i)]
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658.

# Calculate dwbar/dx

659.

locals()["dwbardx{}".format(i)]=(locals()["KinvdKidx{}".format(i)] \

660.

*Wkbar.flatten()[edofMat-1]).sum(1)[np.newaxis].T

661.

# Fill dwbardx

662.

for lc in range(0,nlc):

663.

dwbardx[:,lc]=locals()["dwbardx{}".format(setpointdof[lc])].flatten()

664.

# Calculate dvdx per load case

665.

for lc in range(0,nlc):

666.

dvdx[:,lc]=(locals()["KinvdKidx{}".format(setpointdof[lc])] \

667.

*Vk[:,lc].flatten()[edofMat-1]).sum(1)

668.

# Extra term for gravity load

669.

if swt!=0.0:

670.

dvdx+=locals()["Kinv_{}".format(int(setpointdof[lc]))][edofGra-1].sum(1)[np.newaxis].T*dgdx

671.

# Calculate derivative of alpha

672.

dalphadx=Vset*dwbardx*Wbarset**(-2)-dvdx*Wbarset**(-1) ## Alpha is the scale factor for Abar

673.

# Add extra values to df0dx

674.

for lc in range(0,nlc):

675.
676.
677.

dadx=dalphadx[:,lc][np.newaxis].T*Abar[loaddofa-1].T
add+=mu0*(2*Uk[loaddofa-1,lc][np.newaxis]*dadx).sum(1)/nlc
return add,dalphadx

678.
679. # Function for calculation of partial derivaties of the adaptive pre-stress force (numerically)
680. def numdadx(xPhys,pen,KE,iK,jK,ndof,freedofs,A,Abar,F,G,logger,n,Uk,Wbar_old,V_old,loaddofa,edofGra):
681.

# List for add

682.

add=np.zeros(n)

683.

# Delta x

684.

dx=1e-8

685.

# Calculate partial derivatives

686.

for i in range(0,n):

687.

# Dummie x

688.

xdum=xPhys.copy()

689.

xdum[i]+=dx

690.

# New force vector with selfweight loading

691.

if swt!=0.0:

692.
693.
694.
695.

Gdx=G.copy()
Gdx[edofGra[i]-1]+=(swiMax-swiMin)*dx*0.125
else:
Gdx=G.copy()

696.

# Update stiffnes matrix

697.

K,Mit,Ex=MaStiffnMat(xdum,pen,KE,iK,jK,ndof,freedofs)

698.

# Calculate new actuator force

699.
700.

Adx=act(K,Wbar_old,V_old,Mit,pen,Abar,F,Gdx,ndof,freedofs,logger,False)
# Delta a

701.

da=Adx[loaddofa-1]-A[loaddofa-1]

702.

# Partial derivate

703.
704.

dadx=da/dx
# Save partial derivate

705.
706.

for lc in range(0,nlc):
add[i]+=mu0*2*np.dot(Uk[loaddofa-1,lc][np.newaxis],dadx[:,lc][np.newaxis].T).item()/nlc

707.
708.

# Return
return add

709.
710.
711. # Constraint for actuator force
712. def aconstraint(dfdx,fval,dalphadx,gamma,x,H,Hs,A,Abar):
713.
714.

# Symmetry
if mirrorYZ==True:

715.

for lc in range(0,nlc*2,2):

716.

## Function values

717.
718.

fval[lc+2]=mu3*(np.abs(A[:,int(lc*0.5)]).sum()-Alim)
fval[lc+3]=fval[lc+2]

719.
720.

## Partial derivates
dfdx[lc+2]=mu3*(dalphadx[:,int(lc*0.5)]*np.abs(Abar).sum())

721.
722.

dfdx[lc+3]=symYZ(dfdx[lc+2])
## Filtering

723.

### Sensetivity based filtering
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724.

## @@ if ft=='SENS':

725.

## @@ dfdx[lc+2]=np.asarray((H*(x*dfdx[lc+2]))[np.newaxis].T/Hs).flatten() \

726.

## @@ /np.maximum(gamma,x)

727.

## @@ dfdx[lc+3]=np.asarray((H*(x*dfdx[lc+3]))[np.newaxis].T/Hs).flatten() \

728.

## @@ /np.maximum(gamma,x)

729.

### Density based filtering

730.

if ft=='DENS':

731.

dfdx[lc+2]=np.asarray(H*(dfdx[lc+2][np.newaxis].T/Hs)).flatten()

732.

dfdx[lc+3]=np.asarray(H*(dfdx[lc+3][np.newaxis].T/Hs)).flatten()

733.

# No symmetry

734.

else:

735.

for lc in range(0,nlc):

736.

## Function values

737.

fval[lc+2]=mu3*np.abs(A[:,lc]).sum()-Alim

738.

## Partial derivates

739.

dfdx[lc+2]=mu3*(dalphadx[:,lc]*np.abs(Abar).sum())

740.

### Sensetivity based filtering

741.

## @@ if ft=='SENS':

742.

## @@ dfdx[lc+2]=np.asarray((H*(x*dfdx[lc+2]))[np.newaxis].T/Hs).flatten() \

743.

## @@ /np.maximum(gamma,x)

744.

### Density

745.

if ft=='DENS':

746.

based filtering

dfdx[lc+2]=np.asarray(H*(dfdx[lc+2][np.newaxis].T/Hs)).flatten()

747.

# Return

748.

return dfdx,fval

749.
750.
751. ########################################################################################################
752. ### FEA FUNCTIONS

###

753. ########################################################################################################
754.
755. # Elemental stiffness matrix KE
756. def ElStiffnMat(nu):
757.

## A

758.

A=np.array([[32, 6, -8, 6, -6, 4, 3, -6, -10, 3, -3, -3, -4, -8], \

759.

[-48, 0, 0, -24, 24, 0, 0, 0, 12, -12, 0, 12, 12, 12]])

760.

## k

761.

k=1/144.*A.T.dot(np.array([[1],[nu]]))

762.

## k1

763.

k1=np.empty((6,6))

764.

k1[0,0]=k[0]; k1[0,1]=k[1]; k1[0,2]=k[1]; k1[0,3]=k[2]; k1[0,4]=k[4]; k1[0,5]=k[4]

765.
766.

k1[1,0]=k[1]; k1[1,1]=k[0]; k1[1,2]=k[1]; k1[1,3]=k[3]; k1[1,4]=k[5]; k1[1,5]=k[6]
k1[2,0]=k[1]; k1[2,1]=k[1]; k1[2,2]=k[0]; k1[2,3]=k[3]; k1[2,4]=k[6]; k1[2,5]=k[5]

767.

k1[3,0]=k[2]; k1[3,1]=k[3]; k1[3,2]=k[3]; k1[3,3]=k[0]; k1[3,4]=k[7]; k1[3,5]=k[7]

768.

k1[4,0]=k[4]; k1[4,1]=k[5]; k1[4,2]=k[6]; k1[4,3]=k[7]; k1[4,4]=k[0]; k1[4,5]=k[1]

769.
770.

k1[5,0]=k[4]; k1[5,1]=k[6]; k1[5,2]=k[5]; k1[5,3]=k[7]; k1[5,4]=k[1]; k1[5,5]=k[0]
## k2

771.
772.

k2=np.empty((6,6))
k2[0,0]=k[8]; k2[0,1]=k[7]; k2[0,2]=k[11];k2[0,3]=k[5]; k2[0,4]=k[3]; k2[0,5]=k[6]

773.
774.

k2[1,0]=k[7]; k2[1,1]=k[8]; k2[1,2]=k[11];k2[1,3]=k[4]; k2[1,4]=k[2]; k2[1,5]=k[4]
k2[2,0]=k[9]; k2[2,1]=k[9]; k2[2,2]=k[12];k2[2,3]=k[6]; k2[2,4]=k[3]; k2[2,5]=k[5]

775.
776.

k2[3,0]=k[5]; k2[3,1]=k[4]; k2[3,2]=k[10];k2[3,3]=k[8]; k2[3,4]=k[1]; k2[3,5]=k[9]
k2[4,0]=k[3]; k2[4,1]=k[2]; k2[4,2]=k[4]; k2[4,3]=k[1]; k2[4,4]=k[8]; k2[4,5]=k[11]

777.
778.

k2[5,0]=k[10];k2[5,1]=k[3]; k2[5,2]=k[5]; k2[5,3]=k[11];k2[5,4]=k[9]; k2[5,5]=k[12]
## k3

779.
780.

k3=np.empty((6,6))
k3[0,0]=k[5]; k3[0,1]=k[6]; k3[0,2]=k[3]; k3[0,3]=k[8]; k3[0,4]=k[11];k3[0,5]=k[7]

781.

k3[1,0]=k[6]; k3[1,1]=k[5]; k3[1,2]=k[3]; k3[1,3]=k[9]; k3[1,4]=k[12];k3[1,5]=k[9]

782.

k3[2,0]=k[4]; k3[2,1]=k[4]; k3[2,2]=k[2]; k3[2,3]=k[7]; k3[2,4]=k[11];k3[2,5]=k[8]

783.
784.

k3[3,0]=k[8]; k3[3,1]=k[9]; k3[3,2]=k[1]; k3[3,3]=k[5]; k3[3,4]=k[10];k3[3,5]=k[4]
k3[4,0]=k[11];k3[4,1]=k[12];k3[4,2]=k[9]; k3[4,3]=k[10];k3[4,4]=k[5]; k3[4,5]=k[3]

785.
786.

k3[5,0]=k[1]; k3[5,1]=k[11];k3[5,2]=k[8]; k3[5,3]=k[3]; k3[5,4]=k[4]; k3[5,5]=k[2]
## k4

787.
788.

k4=np.empty((6,6))
k4[0,0]=k[13];k4[0,1]=k[10];k4[0,2]=k[10];k4[0,3]=k[12];k4[0,4]=k[9]; k4[0,5]=k[9]

789.

k4[1,0]=k[10];k4[1,1]=k[13];k4[1,2]=k[10];k4[1,3]=k[11];k4[1,4]=k[8]; k4[1,5]=k[7]
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790.

k4[2,0]=k[10];k4[2,1]=k[10];k4[2,2]=k[13];k4[2,3]=k[11];k4[2,4]=k[7]; k4[2,5]=k[8]

791.

k4[3,0]=k[12];k4[3,1]=k[11];k4[3,2]=k[11];k4[3,3]=k[13];k4[3,4]=k[6]; k4[3,5]=k[6]

792.

k4[4,0]=k[9]; k4[4,1]=k[8]; k4[4,2]=k[7]; k4[4,3]=k[6]; k4[4,4]=k[13];k4[4,5]=k[10]

793.

k4[5,0]=k[9]; k4[5,1]=k[7]; k4[5,2]=k[8]; k4[5,3]=k[6]; k4[5,4]=k[10];k4[5,5]=k[13]

794.

## k5

795.

k5=np.empty((6,6))

796.

k5[0,0]=k[0]; k5[0,1]=k[1]; k5[0,2]=k[7]; k5[0,3]=k[2]; k5[0,4]=k[4]; k5[0,5]=k[3]

797.

k5[1,0]=k[1]; k5[1,1]=k[0]; k5[1,2]=k[7]; k5[1,3]=k[3]; k5[1,4]=k[5]; k5[1,5]=k[10]

798.

k5[2,0]=k[7]; k5[2,1]=k[7]; k5[2,2]=k[0]; k5[2,3]=k[4]; k5[2,4]=k[10];k5[2,5]=k[5]

799.

k5[3,0]=k[2]; k5[3,1]=k[3]; k5[3,2]=k[4]; k5[3,3]=k[0]; k5[3,4]=k[7]; k5[3,5]=k[1]

800.

k5[4,0]=k[4]; k5[4,1]=k[5]; k5[4,2]=k[10];k5[4,3]=k[7]; k5[4,4]=k[0]; k5[4,5]=k[7]

801.

k5[5,0]=k[3]; k5[5,1]=k[10];k5[5,2]=k[5]; k5[5,3]=k[1]; k5[5,4]=k[7]; k5[5,5]=k[0]

802.

## k6

803.

k6=np.empty((6,6))

804.

k6[0,0]=k[13];k6[0,1]=k[10];k6[0,2]=k[6]; k6[0,3]=k[12];k6[0,4]=k[9]; k6[0,5]=k[11]

805.

k6[1,0]=k[10];k6[1,1]=k[13];k6[1,2]=k[6]; k6[1,3]=k[11];k6[1,4]=k[8]; k6[1,5]=k[1]

806.

k6[2,0]=k[6]; k6[2,1]=k[6]; k6[2,2]=k[13];k6[2,3]=k[9]; k6[2,4]=k[1]; k6[2,5]=k[8]

807.

k6[3,0]=k[12];k6[3,1]=k[11];k6[3,2]=k[9]; k6[3,3]=k[13];k6[3,4]=k[6]; k6[3,5]=k[10]

808.

k6[4,0]=k[9]; k6[4,1]=k[8]; k6[4,2]=k[1]; k6[4,3]=k[6]; k6[4,4]=k[13];k6[4,5]=k[6]

809.

k6[5,0]=k[11];k6[5,1]=k[1]; k6[5,2]=k[8]; k6[5,3]=k[10];k6[5,4]=k[6]; k6[5,5]=k[13]

810.

## KE

811.

KE=1.0/((nu+1)*(1-2*nu))*np.concatenate([np.concatenate([k1

, k2, k3

, k4

],axis=1),

812.

np.concatenate([k2.T, k5, k6

813.

np.concatenate([k3.T, k6, k5.T, k2.T],axis=1),

814.

np.concatenate([k4

815.

# Return values

816.

return KE

, k3, k2

, k3.T],axis=1),
, k1.T],axis=1)])

817.
818. # Master stiffness matrix K
819. def MaStiffnMat(xPhys,pen,KE,iK,jK,ndof,freedofs):
820.

# Modified Young's modules per element

821.

Ex=Emin+xPhys**pen*(Emax-Emin)

822.

# Change density for low density regions if self-weight loading is applied

823.

if swt!=0.0:

824.
825.

ind=np.where(xPhys<=xc)
Ex[ind]=Emin+xPhys[ind]*(xc**(pen-1))*(Emax-Emin)

826.

# Reshape

827.

Ex=Ex[np.newaxis].T

828.

# Construct stiffness matrices K

829.

sK=((KE.flatten()[np.newaxis]).T*Ex.flatten()).flatten(order='F')

830.

K=coo_matrix((sK,(iK-1,jK-1)),shape=(ndof,ndof)).tocsc()

831.
832.

K=(K+K.T)/2
K=K[freedofs-1,:][:,freedofs-1]

833.

# Preconditioner for iterative solver: incomplete LU decomposition

834.

if feaSolv=='PCG':

835.
836.

mm=len(freedofs)
iLUd=splu(K)

837.
838.

Mit=LinearOperator((mm,mm),iLUd.solve)
else:

839.
840.

Mit=None
# Return values

841.
842.

return K,Mit,Ex

843. # FEA function (calculate U for a given F and K)
844. def FEA(K,Uold,F,ndof,freedofs,Mit,nlc,logger):
845.
846.

# Preconditioner and settings for iterative solver
if feaSolv=='PCG':

847.

maxit=10000 ## Maximum number of iterations

848.

tolit=1e-10 ## Tolerance

849.
850.

# Initial array with displacement fields filled with zero's
Unew=np.zeros((ndof,nlc))

851.
852.

# Solve KU=F for all load cases
for lc in range(0,nlc):

853.
854.
855.

## Direct solver
if feaSolv=='DIRECT':
Unew[freedofs-1,lc]=spsolve(K,F[freedofs-1,lc])
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856.

## Iterative solver

857.

elif feaSolv=='PCG':

858.

xit=Uold[freedofs-1,lc] # Initial guess for U: None or vector with values

859.

Unew[freedofs-1,lc],info=cg(K,F[freedofs-1,lc],tol=tolit,M=Mit,maxiter=maxit,x0=xit)

860.

if info==maxit: logger.warn("Convergence in PCG solver not achieved")

861.

# Return

862.

return Unew

863.
864. # Function for constructing the force vector G with self-weight loading
865. def sw(xPhys,ndof,edofGra,n):
866.

# Self-weight per element for current physical density

867.

swi=swiMin+(swiMax-swiMin)*xPhys

868.

# Create force vector for self-weight loading filled with zeros

869.

G=np.zeros((ndof,1))

870.

# Self-weight per degree of freedom

871.

for i in range(0,n): G[edofGra[i]-1]+=swi[i]*0.125

872.

# Return force vector with self-weight only

873.

return G

874.
875. # Function for updating the adaptive pre-stress force
876. def act(K,Wbar_old,V_old,Mit,pen,Abar,F,G,ndof,freedofs,logger,outputDis):
877.

# Caclculate displacement fields

878.

Wbar_new=FEA(K,Wbar_old,Abar,ndof,freedofs,Mit,1,logger)

879.

V_new=FEA(K,V_old,(F+G),ndof,freedofs,Mit,nlc,logger)

880.

# Select the node where you want to minimize the displacement

881.

Wbarset=Wbar_new[setpointdof-1].T

882.

Vset=V_new[setpointdof-1].diagonal()

883.

# Scale actuator force (minimize displacement of setpoint) with factor alpha

884.

alpha=-(Vset/Wbarset)

885.

# Scale reference actuator force

886.

A_new=alpha*Abar

887.

# Scale displacement field

888.

if outputDis==True: W_new=alpha*Wbar_new

889.

# Return

890.

if outputDis==True: return A_new,W_new,Wbar_new,V_new,Wbarset,Vset

891.

else: return A_new

892.
893.
894. ########################################################################################################
895. ### TOPOLOGY OPTIMIZATION FUNCTIONS

###

896. ########################################################################################################
897.
898. # Mesh-independence filter
899. def mf(nelx,nely,nelz,rmin):
900.

nfilter=int(nelx*nely*nelz*((2*(np.ceil(rmin)-1)+1)**3))

901.
902.

iH=np.zeros(nfilter)
jH=np.zeros(nfilter)

903.
904.

sH=np.zeros(nfilter)
counter=0

905.
906.

for k in range(nelz):
for i in range(nelx):

907.
908.

for j in range(nely):
row=k*nelx*nely + i*nely + j

909.
910.

k2a=int(np.maximum(k-(np.ceil(rmin)-1),0))
k2b=int(np.minimum(k+(np.ceil(rmin)),nelz))

911.
912.

i2a=int(np.maximum(i-(np.ceil(rmin)-1),0))
i2b=int(np.minimum(i+(np.ceil(rmin)),nelx))

913.

j2a=int(np.maximum(j-(np.ceil(rmin)-1),0))

914.

j2b=int(np.minimum(j+(np.ceil(rmin)),nely))

915.
916.

for k2 in range(k2a,k2b):
for i2 in range(i2a,i2b):

917.
918.

for j2 in range(j2a,j2b):
col=k2*nelx*nely + i2*nely + j2

919.
920.

if counter>nfilter-1:
iH=np.concatenate((iH,np.array([0])),axis=1)

921.

jH=np.concatenate((jH,np.array([0])),axis=1)
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922.

sH=np.concatenate((sH,np.array([0])),axis=1)

923.

iH[counter]=row

924.

jH[counter]=col

925.

sH[counter]=np.maximum(0.0,rmin-np.sqrt((i-i2)**2+(j-j2)**2+(k-k2)**2))

926.
927.

counter=counter+1
return (sH,iH,jH)

928.
929. # Function for OC method
930. def oc(nelx,nely,nelz,n,x,volfrac,df0dx,dvoldx,g,move):
931.

l1=0.0

932.

l2=1e9

933.

xnew=np.zeros(nelx*nely*nelz)

934.

while (l2-l1)/(l1+l2)>1e-3:

935.

lmid=0.5*(l2+l1)

936.

xnew=np.maximum(0.0,np.maximum(x-move,np.minimum(1.0,\

937.

np.minimum(x+move,x*np.sqrt(-df0dx/dvoldx/lmid)))))

938.

gt=g+np.sum((dvoldx*(xnew-x)))

939.

if gt>0: l1=lmid

940.
941.

else: l2=lmid
return (xnew,gt)

942.
943. # Return mirrored array xy-plane
944. def symXY(arr):
945.

mir=arr.copy()*0.0

946.

arr=np.array_split(arr,nelz)

947.

mir=np.array_split(mir,nelz)

948.

for i in range(0,nelz):

949.

mir[i]=arr[-i-1]

950.

mir=np.hstack(mir)

951.

return mir

952.
953. # Return mirrored array xz-plane
954. def symXZ(arr):
955.

mir=arr.copy()*0.0

956.

arr=np.array_split(arr,nelz)

957.

mir=np.array_split(mir,nelz)

958.

for i in range(0,nelz):

959.
960.

for j in range(0,nelx):
mir[i][j:j+nely]=arr[i][j:j+nely][::-1]

961.

mir=np.hstack(mir)

962.

return mir

963.
964. # Return mirrored array yz-plane
965. def symYZ(arr):
966.

mir=arr.copy()*0.0

967.
968.

arr=np.array_split(arr,nelz)
mir=np.array_split(mir,nelz)

969.
970.

for i in range(0,nelz):
for j in range(0,nely):

971.
972.

mir[i][j::nely]=arr[i][j::nely][::-1]
mir=np.hstack(mir)

973.
974.

return mir

975.
976. ########################################################################################################
977. ### FUNCTIONS FOR DIFFERENT SHAPES OF PRE-STRESS TENDONS
###
978. ########################################################################################################
979.
980. # System 1: straight cable
981. def system1(ndof):
982.
## Shape parameters
983.
984.

hz=int(0.0) ## Height at edges
# Horizontal force

985.
986.

load=1.0
# Initialize force vector

987.

A=np.zeros((ndof,1))
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988.

## Node left

989.

il=np.array([0])

990.

jl=np.array([0,nely])

991.

kl=np.array([int(hz)])

992.

loadnid=kl*(nelx+1)*(nely+1)+il*(nely+1)+(nely+1-jl)

993.

loaddof1=3*loadnid.T-2

994.

A[loaddof1-1]=load

995.

## Node right

996.

il=np.array([nelx])

997.

jl=np.array([0,nely])

998.

kl=np.array([int(hz)])

999.

loadnid=kl*(nelx+1)*(nely+1)+il*(nely+1)+(nely+1-jl)

1000.

loaddof2=3*loadnid.T-2

1001.

A[loaddof2-1]=-load

1002.

## Combine loaddofs

1003.

loaddofa=np.hstack((loaddof1,loaddof2)).flatten()

1004.

# Return

1005.

return A,loaddofa

1006.
1007.
1008. ########################################################################################################
1009. ### VISUALIZATION, OUPUT AND LOGGING

###

1010. ########################################################################################################
1011.
1012. # Visualization of physical densities (grey)
1013. def savefigure(xPhys,nelx,nely,nelz,path):
1014.

mlab.figure(bgcolor=(1., 1., 1.), fgcolor=(1., 1., 1.), size=(900, 450))

1015.

py,px,pz=np.mgrid[0:nely, 0:nelx, 0:nelz]

1016.

fx=px.T.flatten()

1017.

fy=py.T.flatten()

1018.

fz=pz.T.flatten()

1019.

u,v,w=fx*0,fy*0,fz*0

1020.

quiver=mlab.quiver3d(fx, fy, fz, u, v, w, colormap='Greys', mode='cube', scalars=xPhys,

1021.

scale_factor=1.0, scale_mode='none', vmin=0.0, vmax=1.000, opacity=1.0)

1022.

quiver.glyph.color_mode="color_by_scalar"

1023.

quiver.module_manager.scalar_lut_manager.reverse_lut=False

1024.

quiver.glyph.glyph_source.glyph_source.center=[0,0,0]

1025.

mlab.view(azimuth=90.0, elevation=90.0, distance='auto')

1026.

file=os.path.join(path, r"FIG", r"REPORT.jpg")

1027.

mlab.savefig(file, magnification=1)

1028.

mlab.clf()

1029.
1030.

mlab.close()

1031. # Output physical densities
1032. def savedens(nelx,nely,nelz,xPhys,path,k):
1033.
1034.

out1=np.array([nelx,nely,nelz])
out2=np.round(xPhys,6)

1035.
1036.

out=np.hstack((out1,out2))
if k==-1: file=os.path.join(path, r"DEN", r"ABAQUS.csv")

1037.
1038.

else: file=os.path.join(path, r"DEN", r"CYCLE-{}.csv".format(k))
np.savetxt(file, out)

1039.
1040. # Logger txt
1041. def setup_logger(logfile):
1042.
# Create logger
1043.
1044.

logger=logging.getLogger(__name__)
logger.setLevel(logging.DEBUG)

1045.

# Create console handler and set level to debug

1046.

ch=logging.StreamHandler()

1047.
1048.

ch.setLevel(logging.DEBUG)
# Create file handler and set level to debug

1049.
1050.

fh=logging.FileHandler(logfile)
fh.setLevel(logging.DEBUG)

1051.
1052.

# Add formatter to console and file handler
formatter=logging.Formatter('%(asctime)s - %(name)s - %(levelname)s - %(message)s')

1053.

ch.setFormatter(formatter)
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1054.

fh.setFormatter(formatter)

1055.

# Add ch and fh to logger

1056.

logger.addHandler(ch)

1057.

logger.addHandler(fh)

1058.

# Open logfile and reset (clear file if it exists)

1059.

with open(logfile, 'w'): pass

1060.

# Return logger

1061.

return logger

1062.
1063. # Logger xls
1064. def log_xls(k,df,xxSolv,vol,obj,f0if,f0ig,f0ia,change,pen,kktnorm,Mnd,subtimer,\
1065.

FGA,F,G,A,f0i,Uset,Uxmin,Uxmax,Uymin,Uymax,Uzmin,Uzmax,header):

1066.

# Log overall values

1067.

## Values

1068.

values=[[k, ## current iteration number

1069.

0, ## load case number

1070.

xxSolv, ## algortimn for solving design variables x

1071.

vol, ## current volume fraction

1072.

obj, ## function value of objective function

1073.

f0if.mean(), ## function value of objective funcion, part due to force vector f (f'*u)

1074.

f0ig.mean(), ## function value of objective funcion, part due to force vector g (g'*u)

1075.

f0ia.mean(), ## function value of objective funcion, part due to force vector a (a'*u)

1076.

change, ## maximum density change

1077.

pen, ## penalty factor

1078.

kktnorm, ## KKT norm

1079.

Mnd, ## measure of non dicreteness

1080.

subtimer, ## time

1081.

np.nan, ## total force

1082.

np.nan, ## sum of external loading

1083.

np.nan, ## sum of gravity loading

1084.

np.nan, ## sum of adaptive pre-stress force forces (sum(a))

1085.

np.nan, ## sum of absolute values of adaptive pre-stress force (sum(abs(a)))

1086.

np.nan, ## deformation of setpoint

1087.

np.nan, ## minimum deformation in x direction

1088.

np.nan, ## maximum deformation in x direction

1089.

np.nan, ## minimum deformation in y direction

1090.

np.nan, ## maximum deformation in y direction

1091.

np.nan, ## minimum deformation in z direction

1092.

np.nan, ## maximum deformation in z direction

1093.

np.nan, ## degree of freedom of setpoint

1094.

np.nan]] ## location of external load

1095.
1096.

## Add values to dataframe
df=df.append(pd.DataFrame(columns=header, data=values))

1097.

# Log values per load cases

1098.

## Totals per load case

1099.
1100.

tot=FGA.sum(0)
fsum=F.sum(0)

1101.
1102.

gsum=G.sum()
asum1=A.sum(0)

1103.
1104.

asum2=np.abs(A).sum(0)
## Loop over load cases

1105.
1106.

for lc in range(0,nlc):
## Values

1107.
1108.

values=[[k, ## current iteration number
lc+1, ## load case number

1109.
1110.

xxSolv, ## algortimn for solving design variables x
vol, ## volume fraction

1111.

f0i[lc], ## function value of objective function

1112.

f0if[lc], ## function value of objective funcion, part due to force vector (f'*u)

1113.
1114.

f0ig[lc], ## function value of objective funcion, part due to force vector (g'*u)
f0ia[lc], ## function value of objective funcion, part due to force vector (a'*u)

1115.
1116.

change, ## maximum density change
pen, ## penalty factor

1117.
1118.

kktnorm, ## KKT norm
Mnd, ## measure of non discreteness

1119.

subtimer, ## time
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1120.

tot[lc], ## total force

1121.

fsum[lc], ## sum of external loading

1122.

gsum, ## sum of gravity loading

1123.

asum1[lc], ## sum of adaptive pre-stress force forces (sum(a))

1124.

asum2[lc], ## sum of absolute values of adaptive pre-stress force (sum(abs(a)))

1125.

Uset[lc], ## deformation of setpoint

1126.

Uxmin[lc], ## minimum deformation in x direction

1127.

Uxmax[lc], ## maximum deformation in x direction

1128.

Uymin[lc], ## minimum deformation in y direction

1129.

Uymax[lc], ## maximum deformation in y direction

1130.

Uzmin[lc], ## minimum deformation in z direction

1131.

Uzmax[lc], ## maximum deformation in z direction

1132.

setpointdof[lc], ## degree of freedom of setpoint

1133.
1134.
1135.

loc[lc]]] ## location of external load
## Add values to dataframe
df=df.append(pd.DataFrame(columns=header, data=values))

1136.

# Write file

1137.

if (change<tolx and pen==penalty) or k==kmax or k in range(0,kmax,50):

1138.

## File location

1139.

file=os.path.join(path, r"LOG", "log_optimization.xlsx")

1140.

## Writer

1141.

writer=pd.ExcelWriter(file)

1142.

## Write datframe

1143.

df.to_excel(writer,'df', index=False)

1144.

## Save

1145.

writer.save()

1146.

# Return updated dataframe

1147.

return df

1148.
1149.
1150. ########################################################################################################
1151. ### RUN MAIN PROGRAM

###

1152. ########################################################################################################
1153.
1154. # Run main program
1155. if __name__ == "__main__":
1156.

main()
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Annex B: Benchmark tests with the Optimal Criteria method
This annex gives the results of the benchmarks tests of the model presented in this thesis with the use of the optimal criteria
(OC) method. The model is compared with the 2D Python model of Aage and Johansen (2013) and the 3D MATLAB code of
Liu and Tovar (2014). Both codes uses the OC method. For the use of the OC method the problem formulation is changed. The
two volume inequality constraints are replaced for one equality constraint, because the OC method can handle only one equality
constraint function. The benchmark tests are carried out with the following parameters:
-

Penalization factor p
Volume fraction V
Minimum Young’s modulus Emin
Maximum Young’s modulus Emax
Poisson’s ratio 
Move limit x
Scale factor 0
Scale factor 1
Number of elements
Filter radius rmin
Continuation strategy

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

3
0.5
1e-9
1
0.2
0.2
1
n
300 x 1 x 50 (3D) and 300 x 50 (2D)
4% of the beam height
Disabled

Boundary conditions and loads
Figure B.1 gives an overview of the applied loads and the boundary conditions. For all cases the total external load f is equal
to 1 ( f  1 ). For the 3D models this the total force is divided over two finite element nodes. To stabilize the structure
horizontal boundary conditions are applied on the 3D models as shown in Figure B.1. With these boundary conditions the
structural response corresponds with the 2D model.

Figure B.1: Applied loads and boundary conditions.
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Results

Aage and Johansen (2013)

Liu & Tovar (2014) did not added sensitivity
based filtering to their code.

Liu and Tovar (2014)

This thesis
Figure B.2: Topologies as result of the different models achieved with a tolerance  x of 0.001.
Left results are shown obtained with sensitivity based filtering and right results obtained with density based filtering.
Table B.1: Result of the benchmark tests with the OC method after reaching the convergence criteria.
Model

Filtering

Iterations

Tolerance  x

Objective f 0

Aage and Johansen (2013)

Sensitivity based

1751

0.001

96.80

This thesis

Sensitivity based

1770

0.001

96.77

Aage and Johansen (2013)

Sensitivity based

162

0.01

97.44

This thesis

Sensitivity based

146

0.01

97.46

Aage and Johansen (2013)

Density based

1597

0.001

100.31

Liu and Tovar (2014)

Density based

2442

0.001

100.15

This thesis

Density based

2100

0.001

100.25

Aage and Johansen (2013)

Density based

369

0.01

100.45

Liu and Tovar (2014)

Density based

640

0.01

100.37

This thesis

Density based

509

0.01

100.39
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Annex C: Benchmark tests with the Method of Moving Asymptotes
This Annex gives the comparison between the optimal criteria (OC) method and the Method of Moving Asymptotes (MMA).
As in Annex B for the benchmark tests with the OC method, the two volume inequality constraints are replaced for one equality
constraint, because the OC method can handle only one equality constraint function. For the MMA only the inequality
constraint on the maximum permitted value of the volume fraction is used since no self-weight loading is applied. For a better
comparison of the used methods the continuation strategy is used as described in paragraph 2.2. The benchmark tests are carried
out with the following parameters:
-

Penalization factor p
Minimum Young’s modulus Emin
Maximum Young’s modulus Emax
Poisson’s ratio 
Move limit x
Number of elements n
Filter radius rmin

:
:
:
:
:
:
:

3
1e-9
1
0.2
0.2
300 x 1 x 50
4% of the beam height

:
:
:

0.5
1
n

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

0.5
0.5
0
0.5
100
0
1
0
1000
0
0.1
0.5
0.7 (slower) and 1.2 (faster)

The parameters for the OC method:
-

Volume fraction V f
Scale factor 0
Scale factor 1

The parameters for the MMA:
-

Initial volume fraction Vini
Maximum volume fraction Vmax
Minimum volume fraction Vmin
Scale factor 0
Scale factor 1
Scale factor  2
MMA parameter a0
MMA parameter a j
MMA parameter c j
MMA parameter d j
MMA move limit parameter 
Initial parameter si for k  1 and k  2
Parameter si for k  2

Boundary conditions and applied loads
The boundary conditions and the applied loads are shown in Figure C.1. The degrees of freedom in the not shown y-direction
are fixed. With this boundary condition the obtained topology represents a slice from an infinite depth beam. For all cases the
total external load f is equal to 1 ( f  1 ).

Figure C.1: Boundary conditions and applied loads.
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Results after reaching the convergence criteria

Optimal criteria method

Method of Moving Asymptotes
Figure C.2: Topologies obtained with the use of the OC method and the MMA with a tolerance  x set to 0.001.
Left results are shown obtained with sensitivity based filtering and right results obtained with density based filtering.
Table C.1: Results of the benchmark tests after reaching the convergence criteria.
Solver

Filtering

Iterations

Tolerance  x

Objective f 0 / 0

OC method

Sensitivity based

671

0.001

92.64

MMA

Sensitivity based

2056

0.001

92.39

OC method

Density based

1485

0.001

97.11

MMA

Density based

1161

0.001

95.50
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Results obtained at iteration 100

Optimal criteria method

Method of Moving Asymptotes
Figure C.3: Topologies obtained with the use of the OC method and the MMA at iteration 100.
Left results are shown obtained with sensitivity based filtering and right results obtained with density based filtering.
Table C.2: Results of the benchmark tests at iteration 100.
Solver

Filtering

Objective f 0 / 0

OC method

Sensitivity based

93.41

MMA

Sensitivity based

93.84

OC method

Density based

98.49

MMA

Density based

97.22

C-3

Graphs for sensitivity based filtering

Figure C.4: Convergence of the objective function value.

Figure C.5: Maximum density change during the optimization process.

Figure C.6: Volume fraction during the optimization process.
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Graphs for density based filtering

Figure C.7: Convergence of the objective function value.

Figure C.8: Maximum density change during the optimization process.

Figure C.9: Volume fraction during the optimization process.
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Annex D: Numerical differentiation of the partial derivative of the adaptive pre-stress force
Problem description
The analytical derivation of partial derivatives a  x  xi is checked with numerical differentiation on the small scale problem
that is shown in Figure D.1. The design domain is meshed with 24 x 1x 12 finite elements. The total external load f is equal
to 1 ( f  1 ). All the degrees of freedom in the y-direction are fixed. Other parameters are:
-

Penalization factor p
Minimum Young’s modulus Emin
Maximum Young’s modulus Emax
Poisson’s ratio 
Move limit x
Filter radius rmin
Initial volume fraction Vini
Maximum volume fraction Vmax
Minimum volume fraction Vmin
Scale factor 0
Scale factor 1
Scale factor  2
Continuation strategy
Filtering

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

3
1e-9
1
0.2
0.2
1.5
0.2
0.3
0
1
100
0
Disabled
Density based

Figure D.1: Mechanical scheme with boundary conditions and loads
With numerical differentiation the sensitivity of every physical density xi is calculated according to the following equation:
a  xi 
xi



a  xi  x   a  xi 
x

(D.1)

where in x represent a small change of the physical density, which is set to 1e-8. For the analysis with analytical derivation
of a  x  xi the direct solver for the FEA is used. The iterative solver for the FEA is used for the analysis with numerical
differentiation to speed up the optimization process.
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Results

Figure D.2: Objective function value during the optimization process.

Figure D.3: Maximum density change during the optimization process.

Figure D.4: Adaptive pre-stress force during the optimization process.
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